PRAISE FOR THE TECHNOLOGY OF ORGASM

“As historian Rachel Maines describes in her exhaustively researched if decidedly offbeat work, the vibrator was developed to perfect and automate a function that doctors had long performed for their female patients: the relief of physical, emotional and sexual tension through external pelvic massage, culminating in orgasm.”—Natalie Angier, New York Times

“Wryly chronicles the attitude toward women’s sexuality in the medical and psychological professions and shows, with searing insight, how some ancient biases are still prevalent in our society... A pioneering and important book, this window into social and technological history also provides a marvelously clear view of contemporary ideas about women’s sexuality.”—Publishers Weekly

“In her exemplary historical analysis of the machines that go bump and grind in the night, Rachel Maines uncovers more than a mundane evolution of technology. After explaining how she came to take the vibrator seriously, she makes an excellent case why everyone else should, too.”—Elizabeth Millard, In These Times

“An astonishing, amusing, and at times painful history of orgasm in women... One doctor accused [Maines] of writing ‘more to titillate than to enlighten.’ However, in her painstakingly researched and thoroughly engaging book, Maines proves
that both effects are possible."—Anna Watson, *Natural Health*

"An enormously entertaining and valuable contribution to the study of this country's sexual heritage."—Marianna Beck, *Libido*

"The Technology of Orgasm is a stunning book, not just for its depth of research and command of its subject but also for its humor and irony and pointed conjectures about gaps in medical knowledge."—Lindsey Lane, *Austin Chronicle*

"With lively writing and solid research, an independent scholar provides an engaging case study of vibrators."—*Choice*

"Maines's genuine enthusiasm for research and social inquiry make this book enjoyable and informative; at the same time it is rife with paradigm-shifting revelations."—Carolyn Kuebler, *Rain Taxi Review of Books*

"Meticulously documents what amounts to a secret history of female sexual arousal . . . I don't believe it would be an exaggeration to say that Maines's argument contributes to the great tradition of brilliant, scientifically-based debunking begun by the likes of Galileo."—Annalee Newitz, *New York Press*

"This book is a masterpiece of material culture history, an important and original work of scholarship. Maines takes an apparently trivial artifact and demonstrates that it is, in fact, of enormous cultural significance."—Ruth Schwartz Cowan, author of *A Social History of American Technology*

"Refreshing . . . By applying a gendered analysis to the material culture of vibrators, Maines extends the history of technology to embrace cultural history, the history of medicine, and the history of sexuality. Her engaging style, peppered throughout with dry wit, makes this short book a delightful read for historians (and nonhistorians) of all stripes."—Elizabeth Siegel Watkins, *Journal of American History*
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When I was a teenager a family friend said I was the kind of kid who would come home from school and ask permission to undertake some risky venture by saying, “But Mummy! You have to let me! Nobody’s doing it!” I’ve since decided that this is the judgment of my character I would want carved on my tombstone. The research I have set forth in this book is perhaps the most conspicuous example to date of my fascination with topics that nobody is doing.

When I first encountered vibrator advertisements in turn-of-the-century women’s magazines in 1977, my reaction to their turgid prose was to assume that I simply had a dirty mind. I was, after all, twenty-seven years old, between marriages, a very angry feminist, and inclined to interpret everything I saw or read as some manifestation of the war between the sexes. A few years earlier, still in the throes of my first marriage, I had received Shere Hite’s original questionnaire about women’s sexuality; the prospect of responding to it was too depressing to contemplate. The same year I saw the vibrator ads, I read The Hite Report, which shed new light not only on my own experiences but on those of my women friends.

I am often asked, when I present papers at meetings, how I managed to find this esoteric topic. My usual reply is that I didn’t—it found me. The advertisements I found fell on a prepared mind, or at the very least, on prepared hormones. Since graduating from college in 1971 (in classics, with emphasis on ancient science and technology), I had been interested in the textile arts, and I spent two years wondering naively why it was so difficult to find any serious, well-researched histories of the sub-
In the meantime my trip to Michigan to deliver my very first scholarly paper had borne unexpected fruit. A textile historian in the audience, Daryl Hafer of Eastern Michigan University, introduced herself and urged me to join the Society for the History of Technology and its subgroup, Women in Technological History (WTH). After our SHOT meeting I was convinced that it was time for graduate study in the history of technology. While I was in graduate school from 1979 to 1983, I continued to make notes on “sightings” of vibrator references while grinding away diligently at my dissertation on textile history. By this time it was clear to me that publishing my suspicions about the vibrator would torpedo my career; surely no one would ever again take me seriously as a scholar if I continued this line of research. On the other hand, nobody was doing it.

After I graduated from Carnegie-Mellon University, I spent three years as an assistant professor at Clarkson University in northern New York. As a part-timer, my teaching duties were light and I had plenty of time for research. While churning out articles on textile history, I began a little file on the vibrator and started looking for museum collections with relevant artifacts. According to curators Bernad Fink (electricity), Deborah Jean Warner (scientific instruments), and Audrey Davis (medicine) at the Smithsonian Institution, the nation’s largest museum had no vibrators. Given that there were at least ten manufacturers of the devices in the United States in 1920, this was in itself somewhat odd. Chasing my topic through the various directories of museums and special collections, I wrote letters, including one to the Kinsey Institute, to which they replied with courtesy, promptness, and a very helpful bibliography, and one to an institution I had never heard of, the Bakken Library and Museum of Electricity in Life, in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In writing to the Bakken Library I had carefully explained my research interests, describing the type of devices and documents I was seeking, and why. Throwing caution to the winds, in my concluding paragraph I commented that this was the first research I had ever done that appealed to both scholarly and prurient interest. Two weeks later I had a reply from the director that started, “Your letter appealed to our prurient interest . . . .” Thus began a very fruitful research enterprise. The Bakken, founded by Earl Bakken of Medtronic, consists of a well-funded and scrupulously curated collection of historical medical instruments using

ject. In 1973 it dawned on me that this could only be because women did it. For me this was the “click” experience reported by so many feminists of the early seventies. All of a sudden I was fighting mad, determined to write serious needlework history come hell or high water. After all, nobody was doing it.¹

Needlework proved to be an exciting and illuminating focus of research. It had a very rich primary literature plus a heritage of more artifacts than any one human being could live long enough to examine, but twenty years ago there were very few secondary sources and virtually no bibliographic access. Because my early interests had been in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American crochet, tatting, knitting, and embroidery, which were at that time poorly represented in the cataloged collections of large museums, there was nothing for it but to dive headfirst into the enormous unindexed sea of popular needlework publications, by the simple but laborious method of sitting down with whatever piles of them I could find and turning one page after another. In 1976 I was invited to present a paper on needlework history at a conference on women’s history organized by Louise Tilly at the University of Michigan; it was later published as “American Needlework in Transition, 1880–1930.” As I doggedly turned the pages of Modern Priscilla and Woman’s Home Companion in search of trends among the needlework patterns, my attention frequently strayed to the advertisements along the sides of the pages. It is a strong-minded historian indeed who can resist the lure of advertisements in historical periodicals; I am incapable of such iron self-discipline. Besides, I had an excuse: I was also looking for evidence that support from yarn and thread advertising was responsible for the large number of needlework periodicals published in the United States between 1880 and 1930.

When I saw vibrator advertisements as early as 1906 for equipment strongly resembling the devices now sold to women as masturbation aids, my first thought, as I said, was that this could not possibly be the purpose of the appliances sold in the pages of the Companion. The second thought was that 1906 was very early for any kind of home electrical appliance. Telling myself I’d never follow up on the topic, I made a few notes on the titles, issues, dates, and page numbers of needlework publications carrying vibrator advertisements. I showed a few of the ads to my feminist friends, who were, of course, delighted.
electricity and an imposing library and archive of material relating to this topic. In the artifacts collection, the Bakken had eleven vibrators, listed in their catalog as "musculo-skeletal relaxation devices." A photograph of one of them is included in this book as figure 6. The library contained an overwhelming wealth of illustrations, texts, advertisements, and medical literature about my subject. I became a Bakken fellow for a week and spent five days wallowing in intellectual luxury. At the end of the week I made my first presentation on the vibrator to the staff and members of the Bakken and was asked to write a short article for the museum's newsletter, which became my first publication on the subject.

It was on this research trip that I first became aware that the subject of the vibrator polarizes audiences. The sympathetic good humor of the Bakken staff can best be illustrated by the following episode. The curator and I were down in collection storage examining the vibrator collection, photographing, weighing, and examining the objects. The curator, Al Kuhfeld, a conscientious scholar with a wry sense of humor, was taking the opportunity presented by the visiting scholar (me) to expand and update the information on his catalog cards. Since I had museum training, I was permitted to write (in pencil, of course) on the cards the new information, such as weight, measurements, number of vibrators (attachments), and so on. We came to the artifact shown in figure 6, an early twentieth-century medical vibrator with a selection of about half a dozen vibrators. I asked the curator if the device was still operational. Looking into the box, Al unerringly selected the most appropriate of the attachments, plugged the cord into a wall outlet, and flipped the switch. No response. Unplugging the device, he pulled a small screwdriver from his pocket, made several mysterious adjustments, and again plugged in the instrument, which then buzzed vigorously when turned on. After a moment's silent debate as to how this experiment should be performed, I placed the palm of my hand over the vibratode and mentally compared it with modern devices. Thanking Al, who began putting away the artifact, I wrote "runs" in the "remarks" section of the catalog card. The curator looked over my shoulder and nodded without comment. About half an hour later the museum's director came down and asked how we were getting along. I told him we had just plugged in one of the vibrators and tried it out. "And did it work?" he asked. "We don't know if it works," replied Al solemnly. "We only know that it runs."

At the seminar I presented at the Bakken, I saw for the first time the contrast between those who listen eagerly to my results, laughing at the inescapably humorous aspects, and those whose discomfort with the topic is expressed in a glazed look. Since then I have had numerous opportunities to observe these effects in audiences large and small. Groups consisting only of women simply laugh and ask questions. In mixed groups the women look uncomfortable and ask little, though they laugh just the same; they are aware that it is a major breach of etiquette to mention in mixed company the relative inefficiency of penetration as a means of producing female orgasm. The men are divided into laughter and blank stares: the former, I gather, are those for whom my research confirms that women are as sexual as they had always hoped, and the latter are those for whom it confirms that women are as sexual as they had always feared.

After my return from the Bakken, the Liberal Studies program at Clarkson wanted to publicize the then rare phenomenon of one of its members' receiving a fellowship, but there was concern about the reaction of the rest of the faculty (primarily engineers and scientists) to my subject matter. The issue was resolved by placing a notice in the faculty newsletter that I had "received a grant-in-aid... from the Bakken Library of Electricity in Life in Minneapolis, Minnesota. She will use the grant to study the impact of small electric appliances in the home."

Shortly after completing my brief article for the Bakken newsletter, I began to receive invitations to present papers on the vibrator to university audiences. At this point I discovered what I should have realized all along: that some people, most of them male, take my findings personally and resent them as an implied criticism. One of my first academic venues for this topic was a long-established institution housed in ponderous, ivy-covered stone buildings. About eight people attended the seminar I spoke at, with the male faculty arranged on one side of the table and the women faculty and graduate students on the other side. After my presentation, one tenured senior professor (wearing the obligatory herringbone tweed jacket) said he was not entirely convinced by my argument, since the sexual experience of women using vibrators and their predecessors was "not the real thing." While I was collecting my wits to formulate some sort of response to this fundamental misunderstanding, one of the women graduate students rescued me. "Don't you see, Dr. So-and-So? Most of the time, it's better than the real thing." Her
female colleagues nodded solemnly, and Dr. So-and-So subsided. This was clearly not what he wanted to hear. I have since encountered this objection in many forms, of which the most straightforward, as I recall, was the complaint, “But if what you’re saying is true, then women don’t need men!” The only possible reply is that if orgasm is the only issue, men don’t need women either.

I also gave a presentation at a medical school in Canada, a prospect that terrified me, since I would have to tell my hair-raising story to physicians. To my surprise, they reacted with the same polarization I had observed elsewhere, with one relatively minor difference: before the presentation one doctor simply refused to believe that I was actually going to talk about vibrators. My paper had been given some innocuous title like “Physical Therapies from Areteus to Freud,” but one of his students told him what was really going to be discussed. When he saw me in the hall he said, “You wouldn’t believe what people told me you’re going to talk about!” When I replied that the rumors, however vicious, were probably true, he vigorously denied that it was possible. “But she said you were going to talk about vibrators!” When I confirmed that this was indeed my topic, he was aghast, but he showed up anyway. After the talk he complained that no doctor could now get away with such goings-on as I described, which of course is true. One of his colleagues jeered at this objection: “Oh, come off it. You’re just sorry you missed all this.” Needless to say, the audience roared. A historian commented to me afterward that he had noted the blank stares of those who had asked no questions. “There’s a lot of peer pressure not to seem uptight in those situations,” he said. “They just smile and think of the queen.”

In June 1986, right after the publication of my first article on the vibrator in the Bakken newsletter, I lost my job at Clarkson University. I had been teaching in the School of Management, and before that in the Liberal Studies program. One afternoon I picked up my mail and found a photocopied list of new office assignments. My name was not on it. Inquiries to the dean revealed that I no longer had a job at Clarkson. There seemed to be several reasons, among them that my intellectual interests simply did not fit into the School of Management, but there were two other complaints: first, it was feared that alumni would stop giving money to the school if it was discovered that a member of its faculty was doing research on vibrators, and second, that my very high energy level “wasn’t compatible with the rest of the faculty.” Since I had only a part-time position, there was nothing for it but to pack my books and go.

I had already been doing some contract cataloging work for a museum near the university, so when I left Clarkson I expanded my client base and became the owner of a business that provides cataloging, inventory, and research services to museums and archives. Meanwhile I continued to make presentations and give papers on the vibrator, including one at Cornell University near my new home in Ithaca, New York, and another at the Society for the History of Technology’s annual meeting in October 1986. At this latter, my audience appeared to be struggling desperately to keep a straight face, probably out of a misguided respect for my scholarly dignity, until I called the vibrator a “capital-labor substitution innovation.” This produced a hearty guffaw from the Smithsonian’s curator of scientific instruments, Deborah Jean Warner, after which others seemed to realize it was all right to laugh. One of the questions raised at this meeting was asked by a well-known Darwin scholar, who pointed out that doctors who failed to recognize the orgasm in their patients must never have seen one in their wives.

By far the most entertaining of my adventures with vibrator historiography, however, was the brouhaha occasioned by my 1989 article in *Technology and Society*, a publication of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE): “Socially Camouflaged Technologies: The Case of the Electromechanical Vibrator.” Early in 1988 I had noticed a call for papers in a special issue of *Technology and Society*, under the editorship of Robert Whelchel, with eminent electrical historian James Brittain as guest editor. I cobbled together a brief discussion of the social camouflage aspect of my research and sent it in; the article went through the usual refereeing process and was accepted with revisions. The only hint of possible trouble was a letter from Brittain that closed by saying my article was to be a kind of test of IEEE publication policy, as they had not published an article like mine “since they began in 1884.”

The article was published in July, when many professors and engineers are on vacation. In September I received a telephone call from Bob Whelchel. The Technical Advisory Board (TAB) of IEEE was threatening to withdraw the publication charter of *Technology and Society* on the grounds that since there couldn’t possibly be anyone named Rachel
Maine's who had actually written this article, it must be some sort of elaborate practical joke on the part of the co-editors. It could not, according to the TAB, have been refereed, and the references must all have been faked. The nine-page article had fifty-one footnotes to more than 160 sources, some of them in Latin and Greek. As one TAB member expressed it, "It read like a parody of an IEEE article. It contained dozens and dozens of obsolete references." Welchel and Brittain were preparing for an inquiry at the November 1989 TAB meeting, at which they would be required to show proof of my existence (!), evidence that Maine's and Associates was a respectable business establishment, and proof that the article had been refereed. Others were busily verifying the existence of my references.4

Shortly before the November meeting, I received another call, this time from a reporter for IEEE Spectrum, a newspaper that goes out to all 350,000 members of IEEE. The October issue had a half-page article on the foofaraw on the Technical Advisory Board, including a quotation from one member who thought I should have used radar detection devices in automobiles as my example of a socially camouflaged technology. He also considered my article as written more "to titillate than to enlighten," apparently rejecting the possibility that both could occur simultaneously. At the meeting, cooler heads prevailed: referee reports were shown, a letter from my colleagues in the Society for the History of Technology was produced, and the antibrator faction was made to realize that the IEEE was in danger of making itself a laughingstock. Letters in later issues of Spectrum all expressed the view that it was about time for the IEEE to take a courageous look at some new issues. I was told that subscriptions to Technology and Society went up as a result of the controversy, illustrating yet again that efforts at censorship simply provide valuable publicity for what they attempt to suppress.
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In 1653 Pieter van Foreest, called Alemarianus Petrus Forestus, published a medical compendium titled Observationem et Curationem Medicinalium ac Chirurgicam Opera Omnia, with a chapter on the diseases of women. For the affliction commonly called hysteria (literally, "womb disease") and known in his volume as praefocatio matris or "suffocation of the mother," the physician advised as follows:

When these symptoms indicate, we think it necessary to ask a midwife to assist, so that she can massage the genitalia with one finger inside, using oil of lilies, musk root, crocus, or [something] similar. And in this way the afflicted woman can be aroused to the paroxysm. This kind of stimulation with the finger is recommended by Galen and Avicenna, among others, most especially for widows, those who live chaste lives, and female religious, as Gradus [Ferrari da Grado] proposes; it is less often recommended for very young women, public women, or married women, for whom it is a better remedy to engage in intercourse with their spouses.  

As Forestus suggests here, in the Western medical tradition genital massage to orgasm by a physician or midwife was a standard treatment for hysteria, an ailment considered common and chronic in women. Descriptions of this treatment appear in the Hippocratic corpus, the works of Celsus in the first century A.D., those of Aretaeus, Soranus, and Galen in the second century, that of Aetius and Moschion in the sixth century,
the anonymous eighth- or ninth-century work *Liber de Muliebris*, the writings of Rhazes and Avicenna in the following century, of Ferrari da Gradi in the fifteenth century, of Paracelsus and Paré in the sixteenth, of Burton, Claudio, Harvey, Highmore, Rodrigues de Castro, Zaccaro, and Horst in the seventeenth, of Mandeville, Boerhaave, and Cullen in the eighteenth, and in the works of numerous nineteenth-century authors including Pinel, Gall, Triè, and Briquet. Given the ubiquity of these descriptions in the medical literature, it is surprising that the character and purpose of these massage treatments for hysteria and related disorders have received little attention from historians.

The authors listed above, and others in the history of Western medicine, describe a medical treatment for a complaint that is no longer defined as a disease but that from at least the fourth century B.C. until the American Psychiatric Association dropped the term in 1952, was known mainly as hysteria. This purported disease and its sister ailments displayed a symptomatology consistent with the normal functioning of female sexuality, for which relief, not surprisingly, was obtained through orgasm, either through intercourse in the marriage bed or by means of massage on the physician's table. I shall place this disease paradigm in the context of androcentric definitions of sexuality, which explain both why such treatments were socially and ethically permissible for doctors and why women required them. Androcentric views of sexuality, and their implications for women and for the physicians who treated them, shaped the development not only of the concept of female sexual pathologies but also of the instruments designed to cope with them.

Technology tells us much about the social construction of the tasks and roles it is designed to implement. Although massage instrumentation has had many medical uses in history, I am concerned here only with its role in the treatment of a certain class of "women's complaints." The vibrator and its predecessors in the history of medical massage technologies are the means by which I shall examine three themes: androcentric definitions of sexuality and the construction of ideal female sexuality to fit them; the reduction of female sexual behavior outside the androcentric standard to disease paradigms requiring treatment; and the means by which physicians legitimated and justified the clinical production of orgasm in women as a treatment for these disorders. In evaluating these technologies, the perspective of gender is significant for example, men typically react to figure 1 by wincing, and women laugh. Clearly, where technologies impinge on the body, especially its sexual organs, the sex of the body matters.

When the vibrator emerged as an electromechanical medical instrument at the end of the nineteenth century, it evolved from previous massage technologies in response to demand from physicians for more rapid and efficient physical therapies, particularly for hysteria. Massage to orgasm of female patients was a staple of medical practice among some (but certainly not all) Western physicians from the time of Hippocrates until the 1920s, and mechanizing this task significantly increased the number of patients a doctor could treat in a working day. Doctors were a male elite with control of their working lives and instrumentation, and efficiency gains in the medical production of orgasm for payment could increase income. Physicians had both the means and the motivation to mechanize.

The demand for treatment had two sources: the proscription on female masturbation as unchaste and possibly unhealthful, and the failure of androcentrically defined sexuality to produce orgasm regularly in most women. Thus the symptoms defined until 1952 as hysteria, as well as some of those associated with chlorosis and neurasthenia, may have been at least in large part the normal functioning of women's sexuality in a patriarchal social context that did not recognize its essential difference from male sexuality, with its traditional emphasis on coitus. The historically androcentric and pro-natal model of healthy, "normal" heterosexual sexuality is penetration of the vagina by the penis to male orgasm. It has been clinically noted in many periods that this behavioral framework fails to consistently produce orgasm in more than half of the female population.

Because the androcentric model of sexuality was thought necessary to the pro-natal and patriarchal institution of marriage and had been defended and justified by leaders of the Western medical establishment in all centuries at least since the time of Hippocrates, marriage did not always "cure" the "disease" represented by the ordinary and uncomfortably persistent functioning of women's sexuality outside the dominant sexual paradigm. This relegated the task of relieving the symptoms of female arousal to medical treatment, which defined female orgasm under clinical conditions as the crisis of an illness, the "hysterical paroxysm."
Russell Thacher Trall and John Butler, in the late nineteenth century, estimated that as many as three-quarters of the female population were "out of health," and that this group constituted America's single largest market for therapeutic services. Furthermore, orgasmic treatment could have done few patients any harm, whether they were sick or well, thus contrasting favorably with such "heroic" nineteenth-century therapies as clitoridectomy to prevent masturbation. It is certainly not necessary to perceive the recipients of orgasmic therapy as victims: some of them almost certainly must have known what was really going on.

The Androcentric Model of Sexuality

The androcentric definition of sex as an activity recognizes three essential steps: preparation for penetration ("foreplay"), penetration, and male orgasm. Sexual activity that does not involve at least the last two has not been popularly or medically (and for that matter legally) regarded as "the real thing." The female is expected to reach orgasm during coitus, but if she does not, the legitimacy of the act as "real sex" is not thereby diminished. That more than half of all women, possibly more than 70 percent, do not regularly reach orgasm by means of penetration alone has been brought to our attention by researchers such as Alfred Kinsey and Shere Hite, but the fact was known, if not well publicized, in previous centuries. This majority of women have traditionally been defined as abnormal or "frigid," somehow derelict in their duty to reinforce the androcentric model of satisfactory sex. These women may constitute most of the hysterics of history, whose numbers make plausible Thomas Sydenham's argument in the seventeenth century that hysteria was "the most common of all diseases except fevers." It also explains the contention of nineteenth-century doctors that hysteria was pandemic in their time. When marital sex was unsatisfying and masturbation discouraged or forbidden, female sexuality, I suggest, asserted itself through one of the few acceptable outlets: the symptoms of the hysteroneuroasthenic disorders.

Historically, women have been discouraged from masturbating on the grounds that this practice would impair their health, and most men before this century (even to this day, some would argue) have not understood that penetration alone is sexually satisfying to only a minority of
women. Even those husbands and lovers who may have known did not always want to take the trouble to provide the additional stimulation necessary to produce female orgasm. Medical authorities as recently as the 1970s assured men that a woman who did not reach orgasm during heterosexual coitus was flawed or suffering from some physical or psychological impairment. The fault must surely be hers, since it was literally unimaginable that any flaw could be discovered in the penetration hypothesis. If the penis did not represent the ultimate weapon in sexual warfare, claims to male superiority would rest entirely on the statistically greater potential of the male biceps and deltoid muscles, which did not in themselves seem equal to the task of sustaining patriarchy in Western civilization.

Female orgasm and the means of producing it were and are anomalous from a biological as well as a political and philosophical point of view. Its lack of correlation with fertility and conception remains counterintuitive even—perhaps especially—in an age of greater scientific understanding of human reproduction. The biological function of the female orgasm is controversial. In both the recent and the distant past, it seemed only reasonable to assume a priori that men and women would be sexually gratified by the same act of penetration to male orgasm that made conception possible. That stimulation of the external genitalia in women should be necessary in most cases remains unexplained. As a historian, I would not presume to speculate on the physiological and evolutionary questions raised by this issue. I look forward with interest to the results of current inquiries by evolutionary biologists, reproductive physiologists, and physical anthropologists.

The question of female orgasm in history is deeply clouded by the androcentricity of existing sources. Medical authors, for example, have addressed female orgasm mainly from a prescriptive viewpoint; popular writers only occasionally mention it at all. Before the middle of this century, even in literature, references to female orgasm are conspicuous by their absence, even from works purportedly built around sexual subject matter. In the development of Western medical thought on the subject of sexuality, it has been thought both reasonable and necessary to the social support of the male ego either that female orgasm be treated as a by-product of male orgasm or that its existence or significance be denied entirely. Historically, both strategies have been used, but there has also been a persistent undercurrent of recognition that the androcentric model of sexuality does not adequately represent the experience of women.

Confusing the medical discussions of these issues, as Thomas Laqueur has pointed out, is the failure of the Western tradition until the eighteenth century to develop a complete and meaningful vocabulary of female anatomy. The vulva, labia, and clitoris were not consistently distinguished from the vagina, nor the vagina from the uterus. Thus it is difficult, in reading the premodern literature of gynecology, to decipher treatment descriptions in which the female genitalia are undifferentiated. Female sexuality is often referred to in masculine terms, such as the references to the secretions of the Bartholin glands as "semen" or "seed." Thomas Laqueur says that physicians writing of anatomy "saw no need to develop a precise vocabulary of genital anatomy because if the female body was a less hot, less perfect, and hence less patent version of the canonical body, the distinct organic, much less genital, landmarks mattered far less than the metaphysical hierarchies they illustrated."

Hysteria as a Disease Paradigm

I intend to sketch here the contours of male medical and technological response to discontinuities between male and female experiences of sexuality through the social construction of disease paradigms. Situated in the vulnerable center of every past and present heterosexual relationship, the potentially destabilizing issues of orgasmic mutuality have historically been shifted to a neutral and sanitized ground on which female sexuality was represented as a pathology and female orgasm, redefined as the crisis of a disease, was produced clinically as legitimate therapy. This interpretation obviated the need to question either the exalted status of the penis or the efficacy of coitus as a stimulus to female orgasm. Furthermore, it required no adjustment of attitude or skills by male sex partners. What Foucault calls the "hysterization of women's bodies" protected and reinforced androcentric definitions of sexual fulfillment.

Part of my argument here rests on the vague and sexually focused character of hysteria as defined by ancient, medieval, Renaissance, and modern medical authorities before Sigmund Freud. Many of its classic...
symptoms are those of chronic arousal: anxiety, sleeplessness, irritability, nervousness, erotic fantasy, sensations of heaviness in the abdomen, lower pelvic edema, and vaginal lubrication. The paralytic states described by Freud and a few others are rarely mentioned by physicians before the late nineteenth century. During the syncope some hysterics were observed to experience, as Franz Josef Gall pointed out in the second decade of the nineteenth century and A.F.A. King some seventy years later, the subject's apparent loss of consciousness was associated with flushing of the skin, "vulgar sensations," and embarrassment and confusion after recovery from a very brief loss of control—usually less than a minute. That hysterics did not become incontinent during their "spells" as epileptics did, and apparently felt much better afterward, led some physicians to suspect their patients of malingering. Doctors pointed out that epileptics often injured themselves when they fell, but that hysterics rarely did so. I do not mean that all women diagnosed as hysterical were cases of sexual (or rather orgasmic) deprivation; some were no doubt afflicted with other mental or physical ailments whose symptoms overlapped significantly with the hysterical disease paradigm. Joan Bumbrink has pointed out, for example, that in the nineteenth century many physicians believed that anorexia in young girls was a hysterical disorder. But the sheer number of hysterics before the middle of this century, and their virtual disappearance from history thereafter, suggests it is perceptions of the pathological character of these women's behavior that have altered, not the behavior itself.

The partial or complete loss of consciousness—or more properly, of reactivity to outside stimuli—was variously interpreted and described over time. Aretaeus, like Plato, believed that the inflamed and disconnected uterus was suffocating or choking the patient, a theme dwelt on at considerable length in later classical, medieval, and Renaissance medical writings. The uterus, engorged with unexpelled "seed" (semen in Latin), was thought to be in revolt against sexual deprivation. The cure, consistent with the humoral theory popularized by Galen, was to coax the organ back into its normal position in the pelvis and to cause the expulsion of the excess fluids. When the patient was single, a widow, unhappily married, or a nun, the cure was effected by vigorous horseback exercise, by movement of the pelvis in a swing, rocking chair, or carriage, or by massage of the vulva by a physician or midwife, as described by

Forestus in the paragraph quoted above. Single women of marriageable age who experienced hysterical symptoms were usually urged to marry and, as Ambrose Paré expressed it in the sixteenth century, "be strongly encountered by their husbands." Masturbation by the patient herself was not recommended as a treatment for hysteria until the early twentieth century, and then only rarely. If hysteria was for the most part no more than the normal functioning of female sexuality, the inducement of the crisis of the disease, called the "hysterical paroxysm," would in fact have provided the kind of temporary relief physicians described. Only a handful of the medical authorities who advocated female genital massage as a treatment for hysteria, however, acknowledged that the crisis so produced was an orgasm.

In the nineteenth century, as noted by Peter Gay and others, the received wisdom that women required sexual gratification for health came into conflict with newer ideas regarding the intrinsic purity of womanhood. A not uncommon resolution of the conflict of medical philosophies over women's sexuality was the compromise position that women ardently desired maternity, not orgasm. This pro-natal hypothesis not only preserved the illusion of women's spiritual superiority while explaining their observed sexual behavior but also reinforced the ethic of coitus in the female-sapine position as a divinely ordained norm. As Gay rightly points out, this proposition also protected the male ego and the androcentric model of sexuality.

Freudian interpretations after 1900 presupposed sexual drives in women, placing these in a new kind of androcentric moralism, that of psychopathology, that was to persist into our own time. In the new paradigm, hysteria was caused not by sexual deprivation but by childhood experiences, and it could be manifested in propensities to masturbation and to "frigidity" in the context of penetration. These two "symptoms" were also evidence, in the Freudian view, of female sexual development arrested at a juvenile level. The mystique of penetration thus could remain unchallenged even as the theoretical ground shifted under the medical and sexual issues. Real women, according to Freudian theory as well as earlier authorities, experienced mature sexual gratification as a result of vaginal penetration to male orgasm and accepted no substitutes for the "real thing." The role of the clitoris in arousal to orgasm was systematically misunderstood by many physicians, since its function con-
The androcentric principle that only an erect penis could provide sexual satisfaction to a healthy, normal adult female. That this principle relegated the experience of two-thirds to three-quarters of the female population to a pathological condition was not perceived as a problem.41

This androcentric focus, in fact, in many cases effectively camouflaged the sexual character of medical massage treatments. Since no penetration was involved, believers in the hypothesis that only penetration was sexually gratifying to women could argue that nothing sexual could be occurring when their patients experienced the hysterical paroxysm during treatment. Even the nineteenth-century physicians who excoriated the speculum for its allegedly stimulating effects and questioned internal manual massage saw nothing immoral or unethical in external massage of the vulva and clitoris with a jet of water or with mechanical or electromechanical apparatus.42 Freudian and later interpretations of hysteria and masturbation helped undermine this camouflage, and when the vibrator, used in physicians' offices since the 1880s, began to appear in erotic films in the 1920s, the illusion of a clinical process distinct from sexuality and orgasm could not be sustained.43

In the evidence I present here on the histories of sexuality and medical massage in hysteria, it is important to stress that the voices of women are seldom heard. It is a rare person of either sex who sees fit to leave a record even of his or her most orthodox procreative marital sexuality, let alone of experiences with masturbation. In most historical times and places in Western culture, a woman's keeping such a record would have been unspeakably shocking and unchaste; its discovery might have subjected her to severe social sanctions. Even historians of male heterosexuality struggle with the lack of primary material; what remains may be fragmentary, or revised by embarrassed heirs or publishers. Historians must rely on largely prescriptive androcentric and pro-natal medical sources for much of our information on humanity's most intimate activities, because we have nothing else. Nearly all my sources relate to members of the middle to upper classes of white women in Europe and the United States, and it would be presumptuous to generalize from them to other cultures, classes, or races.44

The Evolution of the Technology

The electromechanical vibrator, invented in the 1880s by a British physician, represented the last of a long series of solutions to a problem that had plagued medical practitioners since antiquity: effective therapeutic massage that neither fatigued the therapist nor demanded skills that were difficult and time-consuming to acquire. Mechanized speed and efficiency improved clinical productivity, especially in the treatment of chronic patients like hysteric's, who usually received a series of treatments over time. Among conditions for which massage was indicated in Western medical traditions, one of the most persistent challenges to physicians' skills and patience as physical therapists was hysteria in women. This was one of the most frequently diagnosed diseases in history until the American Psychiatric Association officially removed the hysteroneuroasthenic disorders from the canon of modern disease paradigms in 1952.45

Mechanized treatments for hysteria offered a number of benefits to users of the technology—doctors, patients, and patients' husbands. Not only did the clinical production of the "hysterical paroxysm" provide a palliative for female complaints and make patients feel better, at least temporarily, it resolved the dissonance of reality with the androcentric sexual model. And since mechanical and electromechanical devices could produce multiple orgasms in women in a relatively short period, innovations in the instrumentation of massage permitted women a richer exploration of their physiological powers.46 Although manual, hydric, and steam-powered mechanical massage offered some of these advantages, the electromechanical vibrator was less fatiguing and required less skill than manual massage, was less capital intensive than either hydric or steam-powered technologies, and was more reliable, portable, and decentralizing than any previous physical therapy for hysteria. Within fifteen years of the introduction of the first Weiss model in the late 1880s, more than a dozen manufacturers were producing both battery-powered vibrators and models operated with line electricity.47 Some physicians even had vibratory "operating theaters" (see fig. 7).

Although manufacturers and users of massage technologies have called the instruments by a variety of names, here I use a relatively consistent nomenclature designed to emphasize the differences among various types of massage apparatus. First, a true vibrator is a mechanical
or electromechanical device imparting a rapid and rhythmic pressure through a contoured working surface, which is generally mounted at a right angle to the handle. The applicators usually take the form of a set of interchangeable rubber vibratoles contoured to the anatomical surfaces they are intended to address. Vibrating dildos, a variant of the vibrator, are usually straight-shafted and are designed for vaginal or anal insertion.48 A massaggi, as the term is used here, is a device with flat or dished working surfaces designed mainly for manipulating the skeletal muscles. All of these are distinct from the electrodes used in electrotherapy, which imparted a mild electrical shock to the tissues they were applied to and thus are technologically related to the vibrator only in a collateral way.

As we have seen, manual massage of the vulva as a treatment for hysteria or "suffocation of the mother" is continually attested in Western medicine from antiquity through the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation and well into the modern era. I have already quoted Forestus’s 1653 description of the basic manual technique, which seems to have varied little over time except in the types of lubricating oils. Medical descriptions of this procedure were more or less explicit in their instructions to doctors, according to the temperament of the author. A few, like Forestus and his contemporary Abraham Zacuto (1575–1642), expressed reservations about the propriety of massaging the female genitalia and proposed delegating the job to a midwife.47 The main difficulties for physicians, however, were the skills required to properly locate the intensity of massage for each patient and the stamina to sustain the treatment long enough to produce results.54 Technological solutions to both problems seem to have been attempted fairly early in the form of hydrotherapeutic approaches and crude instruments like rocking chairs, swings, and vehicles that bounced the patient rhythmically on her pelvis.

We know very little about the ancient use of hydrotherapy in hystera. Baths, however, particularly those built over hot springs, have a long history of association with sensuality and sexuality. Saint Jerome (347–420), for example, admonished women, especially young women, to avoid bathing, since it “stirred up passions better left alone.”51 Female masturbation in this context typically requires that the water be in motion, preferably under some kind of pressure or gravitational force, so still bathing of the type depicted in medieval scenes of “stews” (see fig. 8, in chapter 4) would probably not have been effective.52 Roman bath configurations usually included piped water that could have been used in this way, but evidence is lacking.53 It is probable that many women in history independently discovered that water in motion had a stimulating effect, but these discoveries are unlikely to be documented except in the form of the vague prohibitions on sensual indulgence in the bath by medical and religious writers. By the late eighteenth century, specialized hydrotherapeutic appliances had been developed for female disorders and were in use in some European and British spas. There are few detailed descriptions or illustrations of these devices. Tobias Smollett remarked in 1752 on the number of hydraulic devices at Bath that were specially designed for women.54 Women represented a majority of the market for hydriatic massage in Britain from at least Smollett’s time. Many spas had special “female departments,” and at least in America, women were often the owners, co-owners, or resident physicians of hydraulic establishments.55

The “social lion” of water cure establishments was the douche, or high-pressure shower, which was widely used in women’s disorders as a local stimulant to the pelvic region (fig. 1). Henri Scoutetten, a French physician writing in 1843, described the popularity of the cold-water douche with his female patients as follows:

The first impression produced by the jet of water is painful, but soon the effect of the pressure [pression], the reaction of the organism to the cold, which causes the skin to flush, and the reestablishment of equilibrium all create for many persons so agreeable a sensation that it is necessary to take precautions that they [elles] do not go beyond the prescribed time, which is usually four or five minutes. After the douche, the patient dries herself off, refasts her corset, and returns with a brisk step to her room.56

The chief drawbacks of hydriatic massage for physicians, other than its apparently excessive allure for patients, were its capital intensiveness and its centralizing character: the equipment was expensive and required a semipermanent installation with a source of water, preferably heated.57 Although some American manufacturers made efforts to popularize hydrotherapeutic equipment for clinics and even affluent private homes, the apparatus was prohibitively expensive and could not easily
Fig. 2. Butler’s Electro-massage Machine, from Dr. John Butler’s Electro-massage Machine (New York: Butler Electro-massage, 1888).

be retrofitted to existing plumbing. Patient and doctor thus had to travel to hydrotherapeutic treatment sites, where transportation, spa fees, lodging, and meals restricted the market to the upper middle class and above. Spas also represented the market for many early efforts to mechanize massage. Most had manual physical therapy equipment, such as muscle beaters, in their clinical arsenals, and when Gustaf Zander’s (1835–1920) “Swedish Movement” machinery became available in the mid-nineteenth century, prosperous hydraulic establishments added this technology as well. A clockwork “percuteur,” essentially a wind-up vibrator, was also available to both spas and physicians before 1870 (see fig. 18, chapter 4). The percuteur, however, was underpowered for massage purposes and had a distressing tendency to run down before treatment was complete. Roller-type devices were sold in the popular market (fig. 2) that combined massage with electrotherapy; these were sold to both sexes and were touted as especially effective for renewing sexual vigor in men.

In 1869 and 1872 an American physician, George Taylor, patented steam-powered massage and vibratory apparatus, some of it designed for female disorders. His principal markets were spas and physicians with a sufficiently large physical therapy practice to justify the expense of a large, heavy, and cumbersome instrument. Taylor warned physicians that treatment of female pelvic complaints with the “Manipulator” should be supervised to prevent overindulgence. One of his devices (fig. 3) featured a padded table with a cutout for the lower abdomen, in which a vibrating sphere, driven by a steam engine, massaged the pelvic area.

Swedish efforts to produce a mechanical massage device on the principles of Zander’s movement machinery produced results by the late 1870s, but the first electromechanical vibrator to be internationally marketed to physicians was the British model built by Weiss. Designed by the physician Joseph Mortimer Granville, the device patented in the early 1880s was battery powered and, like the modern version, equipped with several interchangeable vibrators. Mortimer Granville, however, was firmly opposed to the use of his device for treating women, especially hysterics, and advised its application only to the male skeletal muscles. Few physicians in the United States or elsewhere seem to have shared his compunction on this point, except for those who noted with concern that the devices induced uterine contractions in pregnant women.

By 1900 a wide range of vibratory apparatus was available to physicians, from low-priced foot-powered models to the Cadillac of vibrators, the Chattanooga (fig. 4), which cost $200 plus freight charges in 1904. Monell reported in 1902 that more than a dozen medical vibratory devices were available for examination at the Paris Exposition of 1900.

Fig. 3. The patient interface for George Taylor’s steam-powered “Manipulator” of the late 1860s, from George Henry Taylor, Pelvic and Hemial Therapeutics (New York: J. B. Alden, 1885).
by air pressure, water turbines, gas engines, batteries, and street current through lamp-socket plugs. These models, starting at $15 and ranging to the top of the line mentioned above, delivered vibrations to the patient at rates of one to seven thousand pulses per minute. Some were floor-standing machines on rollers, some were portable, and others could

Mary L. H. Arnold Snow, writing for a readership of physicians in 1904, discusses in some detail about twice this number, including musical vibro-massage, counterweighted types, tissue oscillators, vibratory forks, hand-or foot-powered massage devices, simple concussors and muscle beaters, vibratiles (vibrating wire apparatus), combination cautery and pneumatic equipment with vibratory massage attachments, and vibrators powered

Fig. 4. The Chattanooga Vibrator, sold to physicians for about $200 in 1900. From The Chattanooga Vibrator (Chattanooga, Tenn., Vibrator Instrument Company, [ca. 1904]), cover.

Fig. 5. "Hanging type of Carpenter vibrator," from Mary Lydia Hastings Arnold Snow, Mechanical Vibration and Its Therapeutic Application (New York: Scientific Authors, 1904).
be suspended from the ceiling of the clinic like impact wrenches in a modern garage (fig. 5).

Articles and textbooks on vibratory massage technique at the turn of this century praised the machine's versatility for treating nearly all diseases in both sexes and its savings in the physician's time and labor, especially in gynecological massage. By 1905 convenient portable models were available, with impressive arrays of vibratides, permitting use on house calls (fig. 6). In the first two decades of this century, the vibrator began to be marketed as a home appliance through advertising in such periodicals as Needlecraft, Home Needlework Journal, Modern Women, Hearst's, McClure's, Woman's Home Companion, and Modern Priscilla. The device was marketed mainly to women as a health and relaxation aid, in ambiguous phrases such as "all the pleasures of youth . . . will throb within you." When marketed to men, vibrators were recommended as gifts for women that would benefit the male givers by restoring bright eyes and pink cheeks to their female consorts. A variety of models were available at all price ranges and with various types of power, including electricity, foot pedal, and water. An especially versatile vibrator line was illustrated in the Sears, Roebuck and Company Electrical Goods catalog for 1918. Here an advertisement headed "Aids That Every Woman Ap-
preciates” shows a vibrator attachment for a home motor that also drove attachments for churning, mixing, beating, grinding, buffing, and operating a fan (see fig. 24, chapter 4).13

The social camouflage of the vibrator as a home and professional medical instrument seems to have remained more or less intact until the end of the 1920s, when the true vibrator (but not massagers or electrotherapeutic devices) gradually disappeared both from doctors’ offices and from the respectable household press. This may have been the result of greater understanding of women’s sexuality by physicians, the appearance of vibrators in stag films in the twenties, or both. Electrical trade journals of the period did not mention vibrators or report statistics on their sale as they did for other medical appliances.14

When the vibrator reemerged during the 1960s, it was no longer a medical instrument; it had been democratized to consumers to such an extent that by the seventies it was openly marketed as a sex aid.15 Its efficacy in producing orgasm in women became an explicit selling point in the consumer market. The woman’s movement completed what had begun with the introduction of the electromechanical vibrator into the home: it put into the hands of women themselves the job nobody else wanted.

Most of us are familiar with the current popular meanings of the word “hysterical.” Applied to a person, it means “upset to the point of irrationality”; applied to a situation, it means “very funny.” The usage has shifted from the technical designation of a disease paradigm to much more general references to uncontrolled, usually frivolous, emotions.

This development, occurring primarily since World War II, is only the latest in two and a half millennia of kaleidoscopic refocusing on feelings and behavior usually constructed as quintessentially feminine.1 The term “hysteria” comes from a Greek word meaning simply “that which proceeds from the uterus.” “Hysterical” thus combines in its connotations the pejorative elements of femininity and of the irrational; there is no analogous word “testericial” to describe, for example, male sports fans’ behavior during the Super Bowl.2 Hysteria as a disease paradigm has been variously constructed over time by physicians and their patients, but at all times and places it has retained its focus on the intrinsic pathology of the feminine, even (or perhaps especially) when applied to males. Assumptions of sexual pathology, of the innate “wrongness” or “otherness” of women familiar to readers of Aristotle, form the set of
basic elements—the colored glass in the kaleidoscope—that are recombined by the mechanism of social and technological change. Mainstream Western medical theory and practice have shifted these central assumptions—altering their relations, changing perspectives on them, finding new language and new conceptual frameworks in which to interpret them, but have rarely questioned the androcentric ideology that embedded these concepts in Western thought. Although physicians in the nineteenth century believed hysteria had reached epidemic proportions, the disease paradigm was by no means a Victorian invention; its antecedents were far more venerable and deeply entrenched.

In this chapter I intend to show how the disease paradigm of hysteria and its “sister” disorders in the Western medical tradition have functioned as conceptual catchalls for reconciling observed and imagined differences between an idealized androcentric sexuality and what women actually experienced. I must beg readers’ indulgence for what will of necessity be a confusing journey through the definition of hysteria; my sources contradict themselves, confuse cause and effect, or change their minds from one century or one decade to the next about the direction of causality. I have already stated that these hypotheses about the now-banished disease paradigm of hysteria had only a few common elements. Ilse Veith’s magisterial 1965 work Hysteria: The History of a Disease provides a comprehensive and well-documented overview of the evolution of a disease paradigm that had, at the time of the book’s publication, only recently passed into history. Veith says that “hysteria . . . has adapted its symptoms to the ideas and mores current in each society; yet its predispositions and its basic features have remained more or less unchanged.” Edward Shorter, too, has written on the “blizzard of symptoms” that have at various times and places been incorporated into the concept of hysteria.4

**Hysteria in Antiquity and the Middle Ages**

Ancient physicians from the fifth century B.C. until well after the end of the classical era, whether Greek, Roman, or Egyptian, were in fairly close agreement on what hysteria was, and their definition persisted in several important strands of Western medical thought until Jean-Martin Charcot and Sigmund Freud swept all before them at the end of the nineteenth century. Freud’s view was in fact so persuasive that historians since his time have been inclined to impose his reinterpretation of the hysteroneurotic disorders on the preceding 2,500 years of clinical observation. I shall have more to say of this at the end of this chapter.

Hysteria was a set of symptoms that varied greatly between individuals (and their physicians), including but not limited to fainting (syncope), edema or hyperemia (congestion caused by fluid retention, either localized or general), nervousness, insomnia, sensations of heaviness in the abdomen, muscle spasms, shortness of breath, loss of appetite for food or for sex with the approved male partner, and sometimes a tendency to cause trouble for others, particularly members of the patient’s immediate family. The disorder was thought to be a consequence of lack of sufficient sexual intercourse, deficiency of sexual gratification, or both. Physicians committed to the androcentric model of sexuality were inclined to conflate these two etiologies and to prescribe treatment accordingly, as we shall see. Jean-Michel Cughourlian reports some of the observed characteristics of the hysterical paroxysm in clinically precise yet somehow unilluminating terms: “What is a hysterical crisis? On the clinical level, excito-motor paroxysmic accidents accompanied by convulsions and crises of inhibition with loss of consciousness, lethargy, or catalepsy have been recognized for four thousand years.”

Hysteria appears in the medical corpus as early as 2000 B.C. in Egypt, but it was not until the time of Hippocrates in the fifth century B.C. that the Western clinical definition of the disorder began to take shape. In the Hippocratic corpus, hysteria is a disease of the womb, treatable with exercise and massage. Plato’s reference to hysteria as a disease caused by the uterus, “an animal inside an animal,” is well known. By the time of Celsus and Soranus in the first century A.D., genital massage and exercise, usually passive, were standard prescriptions for hysteria. Soranus advocated manipulating the groin and pubic area: “We . . . moisten these parts freely with sweet oil, keeping it up for some time.” He suggested baths and swinging in a hammock as adjunct therapies for chronic cases. Aretaeus Cappadox, writing a century later on mania as a chronic disease, discusses the causes of the ailment, asserting that “women . . . become affected with mania from want of purgation of the system, when the uterus has attained its full development.”

**Female Sexuality as Hysterical Pathology**
The literature of midwifery, some of which was written by women, paralleled an elite body of medical works by men in the Middle Ages. One of the male luminaries of this period was Rhazes (865–923), an influential Arabic physician. His work on massage of the vulva in hysteria was widely cited and quoted by Western physicians. Danielle Jacquet and Claude Thomasset summarize the views of Avicenna (980–1037) on hysteria. Marriage was the best remedy, but if all else failed, masturbation to orgasm was indicated: “According to Avicenna the cure was efficacious only if the sensations of coitus that is, pleasure and pain, were felt. Medieval doctors generally omitted to refer to this aspect of the treatment when recommending recourse to manipulation; yet it was evident that female sexual discharge accompanied orgasm.”17 One might infer from this passage that Avicenna or his colleagues might have occasionally advocated masturbation by the woman herself. This is not the case. In the Canon he warns of women’s resorting to “rubbing, among other women” as a possible consequence of unsatisfying intercourse; it is clearly not intended as advice on recommended practice for women.18 The privilege (or drudgery) of such “rubbing” was reserved for husbands, doctors, and midwives.

Arnaldus of Villanova (ca. 1235–ca. 1311) recommended that the discharge of offending fluids be achieved in widows and nuns by friction and internal massage with what Veith calls “irritating suppositories inserted in the vagina,” consistent with the theory of readjusting the balance of humors.19 The thirteenth-century document by Pseudo-Alberius provides the usual background to the etiology of the disease in sexual deprivation and makes the mandatory reference to Galen’s massage techniques. Marriage and intercourse were, as usual, prescribed. According to Helen Rodnite Lemay, the Italian Anthonius Guayerius (Antonio Guainerio, d. 1440) discussed the disease in substantially the same way; Lemay says of his account that “among the indications of suffocation caused by retention of sperm is the absence of male companionship in the life of a woman who was accustomed to it.” One of the treatments was “to anoint the mouth of the vulva with different odoriferous materials, for which the prescription is also included, and to rub it into the neck of the womb as well. The rubbing, which should be done with the midwife’s finger, will cause the womb to expel the sperm or corrupt humors and free the patient from disease.”20

The Technology of Orgasm

Female Sexuality as Hysterical Pathology
Giovanni Matteo Ferrari da Gradi (d. 1472), the “Gradus” of the Forestus quotation in chapter 1, wrote a commentary and exposition of Rhazes’ medical practice for the Europeans of his day called Practica, seu Commentaria in Naceron Rasis ad Almanzorinum. He essentially repeats the therapeutic advice already familiar by his time, adding that the chest should be rubbed and covered closely with large cupping glasses, after which “the midwife would be instructed to use sweet-smelling oil on her finger and move it well in a circle inside the vulva.”23 Ferrari da Gradi goes on to mention that marriage and childbearing sometimes cure, but only if the woman experiences “mutor delectatio” (greater pleasure) in conjugal sex, and how in successful treatment, the patient experiences “simul ... delectatio & dolor” (pleasure and pain at the same time). This too echoes earlier descriptions. He describes the release of fluid after the paroxysm and says that retention of these fluids by the chaste and widowed causes hysteria.

A transitional figure between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance was Paracelsus (1493–1541), whose real name was Philippus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim. A famous, or perhaps notorious, physician and alchemist, in “On the Diseases That Deprive Man of His Reason” he wrote of hysteria, which he also called “chorrea lascivia.” The crisis of this disease, he asserted, was characterized by contractions of the uterus and vagina.24

**Hysteria in Renaissance Medicine**

The tradition of treating hysteria by evacuating fluids insalubriously retained is continued in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The famous surgeon Ambroise Paré (1517–1590) wrote some lively accounts both of hysteria and of its proposed treatments:

Those who are freed from the fit of the suffocation of the womb either by nature or by art, in a short time their color commeth in to their faces by little and little, and the whole beginneth to wax strong, and the teeth, that were set, and closed fast together, begin (the jaws being loosed) to open and unclosce again, and lastly som moisture floweth from the secret parts with a certain tickling pleasure; but in some women, as in those especially in whom

the neck of the womb is tickled with the Midwife’s finger, in stead of that moisture com’s thick and gross seed, which moisture or seed when it is fallen, the womb being before as it were raging, is restored unto its own proper nature and place, and by little and little all symptoms vanish away.25

Marriage and intercourse were thought to be curative in many cases. When hysteria was diagnosed, “If she be married, let her forthwith use copulation, and be strongly encountered by her husband, for there is no remedy more present than this.” If this remedy was unavailable, “Let the mydwife annoint her fingers with *olive nardim* or moschetalinum, or of cloves, or else of spike mixed with musk, ambergreece, civet and other sweet powders, and with these let her rub or tickle the top of the neck of the wombe which toucheth the inner orifice.”24

Audrey Eccles quotes Riverius (Lazare Rivière, 1589–1655) as follows:

Womb-Furie is a sort of madness, arising from a vehement and unbridled desire of Carnal Imbracimen, which desire disrobes the Rational Faculties so far, that the Patient utters wanton and lascivious Speeches ... [Although it mainly affects virgins and young widows.] it may also betide married women, that have impotent Husbands, or such as they do not much affect, whereby their seminary vessels are not sufficiently disburthened ... [If marriage fails as a remedy] some advise that the genital parts should be by a cunning Midwife so handled and rubbed, so as to cause an Evacuation of the over-abounding Sperm.25

According to Eccles, Riverius’s assessment of the situation was typical of his time. Quoting Nicholas Culpeper, she asserts that “most authors were persuaded that the best way to bring down the uterus and discharge the seed was by sexual intercourse” and goes on to describe the standard method involving the midwife’s finger dipped in aromatic oil. “Not unnaturally,” she says, “there was some doubt whether this course of action was quite unexceptionable, morally speaking, a scruple which Culpeper considered a foolish Popish superstition.”26

Robert Burton (1577–1640) discusses a symptomatology cognate with hysteria under the heading “Maid’s, Nun’s and Widow’s Melancholy.” Like most of his predecessors, he recommends marriage as a cure.
After general discussion of diet and environmental issues, he tells us that "the best and surest remedy of all is to see them well placed and married to good husbands in due time, hence these tears, that's the primary cause, and this is the ready cure, to give them content to their desires." Burton opposed celibacy for nuns and priests, partly on the grounds that, in his opinion, it encouraged masturbation. Giulio Cesare Claudini, writing in 1607, recommended massage as an alternative to marital intercourse in the treatment of hysteric, observing that "limited counterirritation applied to the lower parts, with which friction of the parts at the same time, painful binding, and an abundance of lubricating oil are regarded as appropriate." Concerns about the mental state of women religious was not unusual in the seventeenth century. G. Rattray Taylor comments on concerns with hysteria and supposed demonic possession among nuns, remarking on the similarity of symptoms between hysterical and sexual manifestations. He notes that "hysterical seizures usually bear a close relationship to the unconscious fantasy: in particular, women sometimes exhibit convulsive body movements, or become rigid, with the body arched so that the pudenda are thrust forward as in coitus." Taylor interprets this behavior in the context of the androcentric model and assumes that it is driven by a repressed desire for penetration. Michael MacDonald observes somewhat patronizingly that seventeenth-century physicians perceived a correlation between women's medical conditions and their psychological states and that "they tried to persuade their fellow practitioners and the literate public that an ailment they called 'suffocation of the mother' was widespread." Hysterical symptoms were caused by "the alleged propensity of the uterus to become a vagabond, leaving its proper place in the womb [sic] and wandering into the upper parts, near the passionate heart." As we have seen, this disease paradigm was well entrenched in the medical community long before the seventeenth century.

Abraham Zacuto (1575–1642), called Zacutus Lusitanus, endorsed in his Praxis Medica Admiranda of 1637 the standard medical view that marriage was best for hysteric patients by friction of the vulva by a physician or midwife could be employed if preferred treatment failed. He first describes a case of marriage as a successful therapy, in terms that must have been reassuring to those committed to the androcentric model of sexuality:

Nor should you wonder at all these things which are natural to women, and are particularly to be expected of the condition of virgins; because of retention of the sexual fluid, the heart and surrounding areas are enveloped in a morbid and moist exudation: this is especially true of the most lascivious females, inclined to venery, passionate women who are most eager to experience physical pleasure; if she does of this type she cannot ever be relieved by any aid except that of her parents, who are advised to find her a husband. Having done so, the man's strong and vigorous intercourse alleviates the frenzy. She married an energetic young man, who, having discharged his marital responsibilities with vigor, she took to this with enthusiasm; under this appropriate treatment she flourished, revived, bloomed with the rosy shade of well-being, and was entirely restored to health.

He goes on, however to describe a "virginella" for whom it was necessary to use a pessary made from cyclamen, onion, garlic, and ox gall, "from the motion of which and the excitement and heat it aroused in the private parts, a copious quantity of sexual fluid was emitted and was visible after the fury of the attack had subsided." Zacuto expresses concern about whether "God-fearing physicians" ought really to perform such procedures and concludes that they are acceptable when women are in danger of death from hysteria. But he also notes that not all of his colleagues concur: "As to whether to draw this harmful fluid out of the uterus by exciting and rubbing the private parts, Raphael Moxius and Carrerius disagree most articulately."

Nicolas Fonteyn (Nicolaus Fontanus, fl. 1639) made a colorful presentation in 1652 of the views of his time on this subject, in the characteristically florid and inconsistent English of seventeenth-century vernacular medical documents:

Wives are more healthful then Widowes, or Virgins, because they are refreshed with the mans seed, and ejaculate their own, which being excluded, the cause of the evil is taken away. This is evident from the words of Hippocrates, who adviseth young Maids to marry, when they are thus troubled;
that women have stones [testicles; i.e., ovaries or glands] and seed, no true Anatomist will deny; the woman's seed, I confess, in regard of the small quantity of heat, is more imperfect then the seed of the man, yet is it most absolute in itself, and fit for Generation. Another cause also may be added, besides that which is alleged from Hippocrates, namely, that married women by lying with their husbands, doe loosen the passages of the seed, and so the Courses come down more easily throw them: Now in Virgins it falls out otherwise, because the blood is stopped by the constipation and obstruction of the veins, and being stopped putridises, from which putridation grosse vapours doe arise, and from thence heaviness of minde, and dulness of spirit, a numbedness of the parts, timorousness, and an aptness to be frighted, with a sudden propensity to fall into fits of the Mother, by reason of much blood, oppressing and burdening the heart, also continually anxiety, sadness, and want of sleep, with idle talking, and an alienation of the minde, but that which most commonly affliceth them, is a difficulty and paine to fetch their breath, for the chest by a continual dilatation and compression, draweth the blood from the Matrix to it selfe, in a large proportion, and sometimes produceth asthmaticall effects. But what shall we say concerning Widowes, who by falle, and live sequestred from these Venerous Conjunctions? we must conclude, that if they be young, of a black complexion, and hairie, and are likewise somewhat discoloured in their cheeks, that they have a spirit of salacity, and feel within themselves a frequent tictillation, their seed being hot and prurient, doth irritate and inflame them to Venery, neither is this concouperice allaid and qualified, but by provoking the ejaculation of the seed, as Galen propounds the advice in the example of a widow, who was afflicte with intolerable symptoms, till the abundance of the spermatick humour was diminished by the hand of a skillfull Midwife, and a convenient oystent, which passage will also furnish us with this argument, that the use of Venery is exceeding wholesome, if the woman will confine her selfe to the Laws of moderation, so that she feel no wearysome, nor weakness in her body, after those pleasing conflicts.\footnote{32}

There is a parallel, but much more concise, account by John Peche (1655–1716), who unlike most of his contemporaries is familiar with the sexual function of the clitoris; he describes the "suffocation of the womb" as a disease caused by "the retention of the Seed" and cured by an "evacuation" of it either by intercourse or by the use of "odoriferous salves."\footnote{33}

The famous physician Thomas Sydenham (1624–89) believed that hysteria was responsible for about "one-sixth of all human maladies." In his "Epistolar Dissertation" he says:

Of all chronic diseases hysteria—unless I err—is the commonest; since just as fevers—taken with their accompaniments—equal two thirds of the number of all chronic diseases taken together, so do hysterical complaints (or complaints so called) make one half of the remaining third. As to females, if we except those who lead a hard and hardy life, there is rarely one who is wholly free from them—and females, be it remembered, form one half of the adults of the world.\footnote{34}

If hysteria were merely the normal functioning of female sexuality, it would hardly be surprising that nearly all women showed symptoms, except perhaps those too exhausted by hard labor and short commons.

William Harvey, much better known for his work on the circulation of the blood than for his Anatomical Excitations concerning the Generation of Living Creatures (1653), considered hysteria a terrible scourge among women, caused, in his view, by disorders of menstruation or by sexual deprivation:

No man (who is but never so little versed in such matters) is ignorant, what grievous symptoms, the Rising, Bearing down and Perversion, and Conulsion of the Womb do excite; what horrid extravagancies of minde, what Phrensies, Melancholy Distempers, and Outrageousness, the preternatural Diseases of the Womb do induce, as if the affected Persons were insolent: as also how many difficult Diseases, the depraved inflections of the Terms, or the use of Venus, much intermitted and long desired, do foment. [Emphasis in the original]\footnote{35}

In "On Parturition" (1647) he had described the spasms or paroxysms of the female reproductive system during hysterical episodes and asserted that these occurred when "the passions are strong."\footnote{36}

Of all the seventeenth-century physicians who wrote on hysteria, the most matter-of-fact and morally unabashed was Nathaniel Higmore, whose De Passione Hystericæ et Affectione Hypochondriacæ of 1660 is one of the few medical works in Western history to straightforwardly
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call the hysterical paroxysm an orgasm. He describes the engorgement of the female genitalia with blood during the arousal stage and the accompanying release of vaginal fluids. The paroxysm, he observes, constricts the blood vessels during the "crisis" and returns the blood to the central organs. Both his description and the word he uses—orgasmon, which has only one meaning in Latin—leave no doubt that he fully understands the sexual character of the release the patient experiences in the hysterical paroxysm.37 He admits, however, that the technique of producing the desired crisis is difficult for physicians to learn. I shall return to this subject later. His account of the disease, however, was controversial in its time and virtually ignored in later centuries.38

THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES

Hermann Boerhaave (1668–1738) refers to Aretaeus's description and treatment, recommending exercise, marriage, and massage for both female hysterics and male hystocondration.39 In Boerhaave's day hystocondration did not mean a preoccupation with psychosomatic ailments but was the parallel to hysteria in women: a disorder of males caused by sexual deprivation. Not all physicians believed the disorder existed; Boerhaave, evidently, was one of the believers. Bernard Mandeville (1670–1733) seems to have thought that marrying off young women as a treatment for hysteria was old-fashioned, and in his Treatise of the Hystocondriack and Hysteric Passions of 1711 he prescribed horseback riding for hysterical young girls combined with a regimen of massage for up to three hours daily.40 The same author, apparently deeply concerned about the insalubrious effects of sexual deprivation on humanity, published in 1724 a volume called A Modest Defence of Publick Stews. The anonymous author of the 1737 Onania differed from these views, asserting that hysteria, sterility, and leucorrhoea were caused by masturbation. His recommended cure was traditional: marriage.41

Havelock Ellis, who surveys much of the literature of hysteria and sexuality in his Studies in the Psychology of Sex, mentions Albrecht von Haller (1708–77).42 Ellis asserts that Haller "said that women are especially liable to suffer from privation of sexual intercourse to which they have become accustomed, and referred to chlorosis, hysteria, nymphomania and simple mania curable by intercourse." William Cullen (1710–90), a physician famous in his own and later times, wrote in his essay "On Hysteria or Hysteric Disease," in First Lines of the Practice of Physic, that it occurred "frequently in young widows. It occurs especially in those females who are liable to the Nymphomania; and the Nosologists have properly enough marked one of the varieties of the disease by the title of Hysteria Libinosa."43 He refers to the engorgement of the blood vessels of the female genitalia during arousal, reminiscent of the plethora of pent-up fluids thought by his predecessors to require sexual purging, and likens it to the engorgement of blood vessels in the brain then thought to accompany epilepsy. Describing the hysterical paroxysm, Cullen notes that during it the entire abdominal area is contracted, including the anal sphincter, and that urination is entirely suppressed.

Joseph Raulin (1708–84), too, in his Traité des affections vénérées du sexe of 1758, mentions contractions or "local spasms" in hysterical fits. There are few if any human conditions other than orgasm that involve strong contractions of the vagina and anal sphincter. Certainly the characteristic orgasmic contractions of the uterus and vagina provide relief from the "symptoms" of arousal, and no doubt the patients of these physicians reported feeling much better for the experience.

Purportedly therapeutic experiences that sound remarkably similar to those described above were provided by less than reputable practitioners, such as Friedrich Anton Mesmer (1733–1815). Since he was not a physician, the social camouflage of medical practice did not extend to him, and thus he was widely suspected of stirring up sexual passions in his female patients. Similar doubts had been expressed about the ecstatic behavior of the female convulsionaries of Saint Médard, bishop of Vermandois (ca. 470–ca. 560) at the chapel of Abbe Paris.44 Charles MacKay commented in 1841 on the predominance of women and girls among Mesmer's followers, describing a mesmeric session as follows: the women sat in a circle around a vessel of "magnetised water" and iron fillings, holding hands and touching knees. "Assistant magnetisers, generally strong, handsome young men," came in and "embraced the patient between the knees," massaging her breasts and torso as they gazed into her eyes. "A few wild notes on the harmonica or piano-forte or the melodious voice of a hidden opera-singer" were the only sounds except, presumably, for the breathing of the magnetees. MacKay tells us that
the women began to reddish visibly, until "off they went, one after the other, in convulsive fits. Some of them sobbed and tore their hair, others laughed till the tears ran from their eyes, while others shrieked and screamed and yelled till they became insensible altogether." After the crisis, Mesmer himself entered and stroked the faces, spines, breasts, and abdomens of the "insensible," whereupon "they were restored to consciousness."45

One of the few medical writers in whose works the voice of a woman is heard on this subject, at least at second hand, is Franz Josef Gall (1758–1828), whom Havelock Ellis described as "a genius in isolation." A patient of his, a young widow, had been experiencing hysterical fits. Gall says that "the crisis never fails to terminate with a discharge that occurs with thrills of pleasure, and in a veritable ecstasy, after which she is free from attacks for a while."46 At the same period, Philippe Pinel asserted that hysteria and nymphomania were caused by sexual frustration or masturbation, and that physicians should direct their efforts to bringing on the "évacuation sexuelle," as described by Gall.

It is at this point in our chronology, the beginning of the nineteenth century, that the nosological and etiological framework of hysteria becomes both confused and confusing. I warned earlier that the causal logic of my sources, if we may so dignify their reasoning, would become difficult to understand. The paradigm of hysteria as a disease, to use the terminology of Thomas Kuhn, had reached the point where it did not readily explain either the empirical data or the variations in them. The paradigm fragmented into three related disorders, of which one, chlorosis or "greensickness," had been known well before the nineteenth century, mainly to practitioners of what we now call "folk medicine."47 The symptoms and etiologies of these three disorders overlapped substantially and were thought to be closely related. Ellis remarked in the early twentieth century that "as Luzet has said, hysteria and chlorosis are sisters." Physicians could not agree, however, whether sexual deprivation or overindulgence caused any of the disorders, and whether masturbation was a cause or a symptom of any of them. The debate was considerably muddled by the vague and poorly defined characters of all three ailments, a situation graphically illustrated in an anecdote from Jan Goldstein, who quotes "the psychiatrist Charles Lasègue, who pronounced hysteria 'the wastepaper basket of medicine where one throws otherwise unemployed

symptoms.'"48 I shall have more to say of this when I turn to the influence of Charcot and the Salpêtrière. Some physicians questioned the propriety of vulvar massage; Thomas Stretch Dowse in 1903 quoted the nineteenth-century author Douglas Graham, who said that "massage of the pelvic organs should be intrusted to those alone who have 'clean hands and a pure heart.'"49

Chlorosis or greensickness had a venerable tradition by this time as a disorder of young women, variously interpreted by modern historians as anemia, anorexia nervosa, or some combination of the two.50 Folk traditions and some medical thought from the sixteenth century through the nineteenth attributed chlorosis to sexual deprivation in virgins—as Thomas Laycock put it in 1840, "excited love, [and] ungratified desire."51 Mary Gove Nichols, of water cure fame, thought chlorosis was an effect of "solitary vice."52 Its symptoms were protean, including everything from lassitude and nausea to sexual fantasy. Whatever the origins of the disease, its treatment was almost identical to treatments for hysteria, except that hydropathic physicians usually added iron to the patient's diet in the form of "chalybeate waters."

Neurasthenia was an invention of the second half of the nineteenth century, and those who believed in its existence considered it a new disease caused by the stresses of modern life. The diagnosis was popularized by George Beard, who published an influential work on neurasthenia in 1884.53 As with hysteria and chlorosis, the interpretation of its supposed symptoms in women included many elements consistent with the normal functioning of female sexuality under social conditions that interpreted it as pathological. The plethora of possible etiologies was matched only by the bewildering array of symptoms. Haller says that "weeping, irritability, depression, mental and physical weariness, morbid fears, forgetfulness, palpitations of the heart, headaches, writing cramps, mental confusion, fear of impending insanity, and constant worry were the most noted symptoms." But almost anything could be a symptom of neurasthenia, including yawning, itching, stomach upsets, ticklishness, insomnia, and muscle spasms.54 Daniel Brinton even went so far as to suggest that childbearing could cause neurasthenia, apparently making the Balboan discovery that caring for small children can cause sleeplessness and "mental and physical weariness."55 By the end of the nineteenth century neurasthenia was frequently classed with hysteria and chlorosis under the
generic term “hysteroneurasthenic disorders.” Although marriage was rarely recommended as a treatment for neurasthenia, many of the other treatments were the same as those for hysteria and chlorosis, including massage. Neurasthenia was sometimes defined as “a slight hysterical tendency.” Men could also be neurasthenic; overwork, masturbation, and sexual excess were thought to be predetermining factors in males. Ernest Jones asserted in 1918 that in neurasthenic women, “persistence of clitoral masturbation is one of the most important agents leading to (sexual) anaesthesia because it means fixation on the infantile, male form of sexuality.”

Throughout the nineteenth century, medical professionals struggled to bring scientific reasoning to the study of the hysteroneurasthenic disorders, with somewhat mixed success. R. J. Culverwell, for example, asserted in his 1844 Pernegiopathology that although “continence in females” is thought “to be the brightest ornament a woman possesses,” its effects are pathological, as “is truly attested by the miseries of hysteria, and other nervous derangements, that pervade the junior and elderly maidens of every family, and constitute so formidable an enemy to domestic felicity.” Robert Brudenell Carter, in On the Pathology and Treatment of Hysteria (1853), asserted that any repressed emotion could lead to hysteria, but the one most likely to cause trouble was sexual passion. Charles Delucena Meigs asked in the third (1854) edition of his widely read Woman: Her Diseases and Remedies, “What is her erotic state? what the Patrian manifestations of that Life-force developed by a reproductive irritation which you call Hystera?” Something of a liberal on the question of hysteria in the mid-nineteenth century, Meigs believed that men could be hysterical as well, and that their attacks were accompanied by erections.

James Manby Gully, a hydropathic physician whose love life later achieved a somewhat unwelcome notoriety, wrote in his heyday of the efficacy of hydriatic massage in hysteria and “nervous headache,” which he considered curable by the douche therapy illustrated in chapter 1: “The douche is a very necessary part of the treatment; and, played well on the loins, tends powerfully to facilitate the uterine functions.” Few women who have experienced water under pressure “played well on the loins” would be inclined to argue with him. In 1909 Curran Pope wrote that “imperfect or unsatisfactory intercourse” could cause not only hysteria but amenorrhea (failure of the menses) and dysmenorrhea (painful menstruation). For these ailments, he recommended douche therapy to the “inner surface of the thighs.” He stresses the point with his fellow physicians that they will have little difficulty persuading women to accept hydriatic massage, noting that “Douches are, as a rule, more agreeable to the majority of individuals than the other forms of hydriatic procedure . . . It sets the tissues in a vibration impossible to describe; experienced, it is never forgotten.”

The French physician Pierre Briquet (1796–1881) did not mince words about the sexual etiology of hysteria: he was quite certain it was caused by sexual frustration, including “les mauvais traitements” by husbands. Briquet claimed to have treated 430 hysterics by 1859, only the middle of his long career, and he asserted that a quarter of all women suffered from this disorder. He cites Galen and Forestus on the utility of “la titillation du clitoris” for producing the desired “évacuation” and describes the medical controversy surrounding this type of treatment. He goes on to remark that hysterics typically do not reach orgasm during intercourse and that “ nymphomanie” or chronic arousal may be one of the sequelae. Somewhat paradoxically, he claims that prostitutes, who do not, as he points out, reach sexual climax in intercourse with customers, become hysterical from masturbation, and that many consider early marriage a prophylaxis for hysteria. Briquet is one of the few physicians who, like Higmore, seem to understand what is going on in both the diagnosis and the treatment of hysteria, and he is unabashed about his own therapeutic role. For this he was criticized by at least one of his colleagues, as we shall see.

Wilhelm Griesinger (1817–68), a well-known American physician of the second half of the nineteenth century, noted that “nymphomaniacal excitement” was a symptom of hysteria. He observed that many cases of hysteria were relieved by “local treatment” such as massage when all other therapeutic strategies failed. A true penetrationist of the old school, he thinks that hysteria cannot be caused by sexual frustration because of “its great frequency amongst married women—the frequent injurious influence of marriage, pregnancy and childbirth, and the frequency of the affection amongst prostitutes.” Briquet seems to have a much clearer understanding of the afflication in question; Griesinger cannot imagine that intercourse and penetration could fail to be satisfying.
Russell Thacher Trall, another American, who was associated mainly with the hydropathic school, wrote in 1873 that women, including but of course limited to hysterics, were an economic godsend to the profession of medicine, claiming that “more than three fourths of all the practice of the profession are devoted to the treatment of diseases peculiar to women” and that of the annual estimated aggregate income of United States physicians of more than $200 million, “three-fourths of this sum—one hundred and fifty millions—our physicians must thank frail woman for.”

If the normal functioning of female sexuality was defined as a disease, women must have seemed frail indeed. During the decade in which Trall wrote these lines, the proceeds of treating women would have equaled just under half of the entire federal budget. In the nineteenth century, the supposed pathology of women’s sexuality was extended to nearly every aspect of her physiology. Ann Wood, in a discussion of an 1855 work by Catherine Beecher, remarks on Beecher’s apparent belief that women of her time were sick “because they were women. Most of the ailments that she records—pelvic disorders, sick headaches, general nervousness—were regarded as symptoms of ‘female complaints,’ nervous disorders thought to be linked with the malfunctioning of the feminine sexual organs.” Albert Hayes, writing of hysteria, chlorosis, and nymphomania in 1869, was one of many medical authors of his day who regarded the female reproductive tract as a veritable swamp, rife with pathogenic miasmas. “The strength of the reproductive force” in women, he argues, “irradiates every part of the frame . . . when disordered by whatsoever cause, it becomes capable of carrying confusion into every department, where it may rave and rage in its caprice and fury.”

C. Bigelow, writing in 1875, said, in a discussion of women patients dissatisfied with their marital sex lives, that “almost every physician of large practice has a circle of ‘everlasting patients,’ whom he visits and prescribes for once a week, on the average, for years.” He considered that though husbands’ overindulgence in intercourse was wearying to women, withdrawal (coitus interruptus) was the most frequent cause of hysteria, with its attendant congestion of the female genitalia. He cites the vaginal lubrication associated with hysteria as evidence for this hypothesis. The French physician Auguste Triépers observed in 1883 that the convulsive crisis of hysteria “est de même quelquefois de la crise vénérienne” (is sometimes the same as the orgasm). He had earlier identified some of these “quelquefois” as the therapeutic remedies applied by his colleague Pierre Bériquet:

Some among you will remember a treatment for hysteria everybody was talking about twenty-five or thirty years ago—I am talking about vulvar massage, recognized in ancient times and put back into practice by Bériquet, who was ready to give it up after a brief trial; but he says nothing about it in his book except in connection with his predecessors and as a kind of historical footnote. Leaving aside paraphrases, I would like to point out to you that for a while Bériquet was treating hysteria with masturbation, practiced more or less systematically by his interns. Now Bériquet was a serious professional, a man of mature judgment, and it would not be right to take lightly a verdict which cannot fail either to make him a laughingstock or to put him in a difficult and absurd position . . .

My own observations have led me to concede the usefulness, at least for a while, of the hysterical crisis, so I suggest that Bériquet has replaced a spontaneous crisis with one that is clinically induced, similar if not identical, in order to achieve remission of the disease.

Nineteenth-century physicians noted that their hysterical and neurasthenic women patients experienced traditional androcentric intercourse mainly as a disappointment. Richard von Krafft-Ebing, who thought that “woman . . . if physically and mentally normal, and properly educated, has but little sensual desire,” nevertheless considered the failure of his female patients to enjoy sex a pathological condition. He notes both that neurasthenic and hysterical women thus fail in their duty to their husbands and also that sexual “anesthesia,” again in the context of penetration, was widespread among supposedly normal women. The French physician Jules Philippe Falret was completely unsympathetic to his female patients on these grounds, asserting that their failure to respond to marital intercourse predisposed them to seek immoral satisfaction elsewhere. His colleague Gilles de la Tourette, whose book is illustrated with drawings of nude females in the throes of “hysterical convulsions,” stresses the role of sexual disappointment in the etiology
and symptomatology of hysteria: “The sexual act is for a hysteric nothing but a disappointment: she does not understand it; inspires in her an insurmountable repugnance.” It is unclear from his account whether her lack of pleasure in marital sex is a cause or an effect of the supposed disease. Like many others, he notes the characteristic “nuqueuse vulvo-vaginale” of the active hysteric. These fascinations with fluids and with photography seem to have been fairly common in the French neurological community of the late nineteenth century. La Tourette’s colleague at the Salpêtrière, Désiré Magloire Bourneville, had in 1858 published a massive three-volume medical work in which voyeuristic photographs of women stimulating their own nipples or arched in ecstatic paroxysms (with captions like “Lubricité”) illustrate texts such as Bourneville’s observations of “Th.,” an eighteen-year-old diagnosed as hysterochlorotic. The physician notes with interest that she cries out “Oue! Oue!” tosses her head back and forth, and then rocks and flexes her torso very rapidly. “Then, her body curves into an arc and holds this position for several seconds. One then observes some slight movements of the pelvis.” Shortly thereafter, “she raises herself, lies flat again, utters cries of pleasure, laughs, makes several lubricious movements and sinks down onto the vulva and right hip.” The state of vaginal lubrication of these patients is noted at frequent intervals: “La vulve est humide” or “La sécrétion vaginale est très abondante.” The vocalizations of these women and their bavardage (babble) during “les sensations voluptueuses” were duly transcribed as well.

The American gynecologist William Goodell endorsed massage and electrotherapy in hysteria, “to promote the secretions” necessary to relieve the pelvic congestion that was, he said, one of the sequelae of unsatisfactory intercourse, particularly withdrawal. His patients reported a desire to sleep after treatment. Another electrotherapist, Franklin Martin, noted that women are often exhausted from childbirth and from “excessive cohabitation,” resulting in neurasthenia, one of the symptoms of which is that “the vagina is often sensitive, bathed with mucus frequently.” This preoccupation with lubrication appears also in the works of Friedrich Bils, a European writer on natural healing, who noted that during hysterical attacks “the sexual parts secrete a slimy fluid.” Bils was of the opinion that sexual desire was increased, not decreased, in hysterical women, but that its expression was unwholesome, resulting in “self-abuse,” a tendency toward erotic fantasies or “exciting literature,” and seductive behavior toward males. Pelvic massage and thigh affusions (of water) were recommended.

William Dieffenbach, a hydrotherapist of the turn of the century, wrote that the etiology of neurasthenia could include sexual excesses of any kind, whether of chastity or of indulgence, as well as unsatisfying marital sex: “Conjugal incompatibility, sexual excess, masturbation, sexual continence, habits of over-indulgence in coffee, tea, tobacco and alcoholic beverages.” In his opinion, vibratory and hydromassage treatments of the abdomen were indicated.

At the same period when Freud was publishing his new theories about the etiology of hysteria, others were struggling with the ancient problem of how the disease paradigm conformed (or did not) to prevailing hypotheses about sexuality. A.F.A. King, an obstetrician, set forth in the American Journal of Obstetrics in 1891 a theory that sexual hysteria in women was not, strictly speaking, a disease at all, but rather a mere modification in the physiological government of the body, executed by the automatic action of the ruling nervous system, for some definite, natural purpose. The ultimate objects that underlie all the functions of the body as they are determined by the government of the nervous system, are mainly two, viz., the preservation of the life of the individual, which comes first and is of first importance; and, second, the preservation or perpetuation of the species. From what we already know of hysteria, there is much to suggest that the hysterical process would be more nearly allied with the second object than with the first. [Emphasis in the original]

His thesis is that women fall into hysterical “fits” in order to attract the advances of men and to overcome their supposed natural reticence. In support of this, King makes twelve arguments, of which the following are notable:

4. Every woman who exhibits the phenomena of a hysterical attack is always ashamed of it afterwards—instinctively ashamed. She will always
deny, never acknowledge it; and when accused or told of it will become offended and angry. This is an inherited and fundamental feature of the process.

5. It occurs most often in single women, or rather in those, whether single or married, whose sexual wants remain ungratified."

He goes on to refer to the controversy over whether marriage is a suitable cure. He then adds, “The hysterical paroxysm is a temporary and short affair. The helpless creature, who seems to have lost all her senses and sensations, is in a few minutes up and about, apparently as well as ever.”

King postulates a situation in which some “aboriginal Venus” is found in a hysterical state by some “youthful Apollo of the woods,” who then touches, moves and handles her at his pleasure; she makes no resistance. What will this primitive Apollo do next? He will cure the fit and bring the woman back to consciousness, satisfy her “emotion,” and restore her “vitality”—not by delicate touches that might be “agonizing” to her hyperesthetic skin, but by vigorous massage, passive motion, and succession that would be painless. The emotional process, on the part of the woman, would end, perhaps, with mingled laughter, tears and shame; and when aroused afterwards of the part which the anxiously acquired properties of her nervous system had compelled her to act, as a preliminary to the event, what woman would not deny it and be angry? But the course of Nature having been followed, the natural purpose of the hysterical paroxysm accomplished, there would remain as a result of the treatment—instead of one pining, discontented woman—two happy people and the probable beginning of a third.81

In this male fantasy thinly disguised as medical speculation, hysteria is a natural process intended to promote coitus and pregnancy, even in the context of rape if necessary.

THE FREUDIAN REVOLUTION AND ITS AFTERMATH

Sigmund Freud’s clinical training in hysteria took place mainly at the Salpêtrière under the tutelage of the prevailing “master” of French neurology and psychiatry, Jean-Martin Charcot. Freud greatly admired and revered Charcot, and many of the teacher’s ideas found their way into Freud’s conceptual frameworks.82 As I show in chapter 4, the Salpêtrière was an internationally famous center of experimentation with physical therapies for hysteria, including the use of vibratory mechanisms. In his later years Freud recounted a conversation between Charcot and P. Paul Brouardel that was to shape Freud’s eventual theories of hysteria:

At one of Charcot’s evening receptions, I happened to be standing near the great teacher at a moment when he appeared to be telling Brouardel a very interesting story about something that had happened during his day’s work. I hardly heard the beginning, but gradually my attention was seized by what he was talking of: a young married couple from a distant country in the East—the woman a severe sufferer, the man either impotent or exceedingly awkward. “Tâchez donc,” I heard Charcot repeating, “je vous assure, vous y arriverez.” Brouardel, who spoke less loudly, must have expressed his astonishment that symptoms like the wife’s could have been produced by such circumstances. For Charcot suddenly broke out with great animation: “Mais, dans ces cas pareils c’est toujours la chose génitale, toujours . . . toujours . . . toujours”; and he crossed his arms over his stomach, hugging himself and jumping up and down in his own characteristic lively way. I know that for a moment I was almost paralysed with amazement and said to myself: “Well, but if he knows that, why does he never say so?” But the impression was soon forgotten; brain anatomy and the experimental induction of hysterical paralyses absorbed all my interest.83

Charcot’s unwillingness to publish this hypothesis, and his admonition of “Tâchez donc” struck Michel Foucault as significant: “One must not speak of these ‘genital causes’: so went the phrase—muttered in a muted voice—which the most famous ears of our time overheard one day in 1886, from the mouth of Charcot.”84 There is certainly no mention of this concept in the Clinical Lectures of 1888.85 Charcot’s reticence about the sexual etiology of hysteria apparently fooled his biographer Georges Guillon, who denies that his subject ever considered any such hypothesis.86

In any case, the “most famous ears of our time” retained the information, and Freud was to rework it into a new conception of hysteria
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that completely altered the disease paradigm. In his *Autobiographical Study* he very nearly paraphrases Charcot’s observation: “I do not think I am exaggerating when I assert that the great majority of severe neuroses in women have their origin in the marriage bed.” The editors of the Standard Edition of Freud’s works note that Freud studied hysteria under Charcot before setting up his practice in Vienna in 1886, where “he relied on such currently recommended methods of treatment as hydrotherapy, electrotherapy, massage and the Weir-Mitchell recture. But when these proved unsatisfactory his thoughts turned elsewhere.” One wonders whether it was the physician or the patient or both who found the results of Freud’s experiments with physical therapies “unsatisfactory,” but it hardly seems surprising that the man who, notoriously, did not know what women wanted was less than successful as a gynecological masseur.

Freud’s article “The Aetiology of Hysteria” took the position that hysterics suffered not from sexual deprivation but from “lesions in consciousness” caused by childhood trauma. In the 1896 essay Freud assumes that the experiences of sexual molestation reported as childhood traumas were real; later he was to abandon this position and assert that it was the child’s thoughts and fantasies of sexuality that caused the “lesions.” The hysterical disorder supposedly prevented the female patient from enjoying sex in the “normal” way, that is, in the form of heterosexual coitus. Fritz Wittels, in a strikingly misogynist account of Freud’s theories on hysteria, said that “hosts of hysterical women reject sexuality in the form of coitus. Others manifest that hysterically heightened sex life which is, nevertheless, mere show and self-deception.”

According to Havelock Ellis, Freud equated hysterical paroxysms with masturbation and thought them “an equivalent of coitus.” Clearly, the founder of modern psychoanalysis wanted to retain some of the sexual nuances of hysteria, including its traditional (but not exclusive) association with women, while at the same time propounding a new hypothesis about its origin. For Freud, as for his mentor Charcot, hysteria in both sexes was associated with contractures and functional paralysis.

If hysteria had its origin in juvenile exposures to sexuality, whether real or imagined, the husbands and male lovers of adult women were entirely excused. They need not exert themselves to provide the cure in the marriage bed that Charcot had hinted at, since only a professional therapist like Freud could “talk out” the disease. This hypothesis proved so appealing that it soon eclipsed all other discourse about hysteria, neurasthenia, and chlorosis. Some mavericks like Wilhelm Reich continued to argue as late as 1927 that neurasthenia and hysterical neuroses in women were caused by lack of sexual gratification, but within a few decades Freud’s became the dominant paradigm. His definition was retroactively applied to all supposed cases of hysteria, modern or ancient, couched in terms that made it sound almost like a respectable medical diagnosis. Wesley says, “When the word hysteria is used alone, the reference is to conversion hysteria, a term coined by Freud. In this context, it means the appearance of an organic condition with no underlying organic causation.” Freud’s view of hysteria redirected not only the attention of his colleagues in the psychological sciences but even that of historians making retrospective studies of the hysteroneuroathetic disorders.

The failure to make sense of hysteria after the Freudian revolution is epitomized in a 1953 article by George Swezlow, a professor of medico-legal jurisprudence at the Brooklyn Law School. Just after the end of hysteria’s 2,500 years of acceptance as a disease paradigm, it is evident that neither Swezlow nor any other physician is quite sure what hysteria was. Swezlow says that it is “a strange disorder in that it takes a position midway between truth and deceit—not only may hysterical symptoms caricature almost any known disability due to actual tissue alteration, but at the same time it presents features hardly distinguishable from fraud.” He goes on to attribute the Freudian etiology: “Forbidden wishes and longings totally unacceptable in a civilized society were never relinquished but merely postponed to a more propitious future.” In this model, it would be a marvel if any human being escaped the disease. Clearly, it was a paradigm that explained everything and therefore nothing.

Recent historiography has begun to address the gender issues implicit in the disease paradigm of hysteria. Since 1972 the subject has been taken up by a number of historians, among them Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, Barbara Ehrenreich, Michel Foucault, and Peter Gay. Smith-Rosenberg has postulated that hysteria in nineteenth-century women was a symptom or result of conflict between their hypersexualized role and the social denial of their overtly sexual feelings. This could be interpreted as an intellectually elevated argument for what I am proposing
here in substantially more earthy terms. Whatever Smith-Rosenberg means by “conflict,” she does not explicitly question the post-Freudian definition or symptomatology of hysteria and does not appear to see in the pre-Freudian disease paradigm the normal functioning of women’s sexuality. Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English, in Complaints and Disorders, discuss the apparent “epidemic” of hysteria in the nineteenth century and describe it as a “new disease,” without an examination of the antiquity of the disease paradigm or its fluid character over time. They do mention, however, that “female sexuality could only be pathological, so it was only natural for some doctors to test for it by stroking the breasts or the clitoris.”

Michel Foucault superficially addresses what he calls the “hysterization of women’s bodies.” His purpose, of course, is to describe broad social and medical trends, not to document details of how disease paradigms might have masked uncomfortable truths about women’s sexuality:

A Hysterization of Women’s Bodies: a threefold process whereby the feminine body was analyzed—qualified and disqualified—as being thoroughly saturated with sexuality; whereby it was integrated into the sphere of medical practice, by reason of a pathology intrinsic to it; whereby, finally, it was placed in organic communication with the social body (whose regulated fecundity was supposed to ensure), the family space (of which it had to be a substantial and functional element), and the life of children (which it produced and had to guarantee, by virtue of a biologico-moral responsibility lasting through the entire period of the children’s education); the Mother, with her negative image of “nervous woman,” constituted the most visible form of this hysterization.

Without, again, addressing hysteria’s long history before the nineteenth century, Foucault touches on a significant point: that women’s sexuality was thought to require medical intervention. His discussion does not include the omission of female orgasm from the normative medical model of the nineteenth century, and he has little to say on what this might imply about hysteria. Like many others, he fails to question the disease paradigm itself: Why is this disorder so elastic in its boundaries that it can encompass such a broad spectrum of social goals?

Peter Gay, an unblushing fan of Sigmund Freud’s contributions to

human knowledge, erroneously attributes to him the invention of the idea that these “noxae”—hysteria and anxiety neurosis—were caused by “a failure of sexual gratification, whether on the part of the man or the woman.” Gay characterizes Freud’s endorsement of a hypothesis at least as old as Hippocrates as “a radical departure.”

Freud’s belief that men could be hysterical certainly was a minority opinion in his own and earlier times, but as we have seen, the concept of hysteria as a sequel of sexual deprivation had currency for many centuries before Freud’s time. Oughourlian has a somewhat less sanguine view of Freud’s achievement, pointing out that “we need only replace the word ‘retention’ in the theory of Galen . . . and in all those who were inspired by it during the next fifteen centuries or so with the term ‘repression’ . . . and replace ‘purification’ with ‘catharsis’ to discover in all its supposed originality the Freudian theory of sexual neurosis.”

Although Gay’s views on sexuality are, as we shall see, substantially androcentric, he does raise a question with real significance for understanding hysteria as a disease paradigm: “To deny women native erotic desires was to safeguard man’s sexual adequacy. However he performed, it would be good enough. She would not—would she?—ask for more.”

If she did, she could be labeled hysterical and sent to a doctor for treatment, thereby both removing the threat to her sexual partner’s self-esteem and preserving the androcentric norm of penetration to male orgasm. It is to the persistent lure of this model of normal sexuality that we turn in the next chapter.
women do not have difficulty producing orgasm in themselves through masturbation, as Symons observes when he summarizes Kinsey’s and Hite’s research reporting that most women, like most men, can masturbate to orgasm in a little over four minutes, even though they rarely or never reach orgasm during intercourse. These authors “suggest that many women do not orgasm during intercourse, or do so sporadically, simply because sexual intercourse is an extremely inefficient way to stimulate the clitoris.”

Empirical studies have shown that women are not slower than men to become aroused and satisfied and that their orgasmic potential is much greater than that of males. In Kinsey’s sample, 45 percent of the female masturbators reached orgasm in less than three minutes. Carol Tavris and Carole Wade pointed out in 1984 that “during masturbation, especially with an electric vibrator, some women can have as many as fifty consecutive orgasms,” a figure that must have raised the ancient specter of female insatiability in more than one male mind.

The lack of parallel experiences in intercourse for men and women flies in the face of both intuitive reasoning and cherished myths: How can it possibly be adaptive for women to experience orgasm primarily by some means other than the procreative act? How can it be that the act that socially and historically has defined masculinity and to which, to a significant extent, male sexual self-esteem is ultimately linked is not reliably rewarding to women? Why, indeed, do most women desire men at all, when intercourse so often proves a disappointment? Let me assert again that I will not be able to answer all these questions, especially those that relate to the mysteries of reproductive physiology. For example, why should the clitoris not be inside the vagina so as to receive stimulation more efficiently during penetration?

What is really remarkable about Western history in this context is that the medical norm of penetration to male orgasm as the ultimate sexual thrill for both men and women has survived an indefinite number of individual and collective observations suggesting that for most women this pattern is simply not the case. Clearly there is a strong cultural motivation to deny the contrary evidence. Even when observers have made every effort to be objective and scientific, the androcentric bias has come through in the questions that are asked of the data and in the kind of data that are ruled out of bounds, as when Masters and Johnson selected...
their sample of married women to exclude all those who did not reach orgasm during intercourse. The failure of traditional medical theory to understand the difference between male and female orgasmic experience has had far-reaching effects. All healthy women, according to the traditional medical view, desire penetration by males and are sexually incomplete and unsatisfied unless so penetrated. Thus a man who penetrates a woman can think of himself as doing her a favor, contributing to her mental and physical well-being, especially if he makes her pregnant. Women who desire or express sexuality outside this context have been perceived as flawed, sinful, or sick, and men consider themselves justified in imposing social and medical sanctions to get compliance with the normative model of female pleasure during heterosexual intercourse that reinforces male self-esteem.

Since women cannot alter their sexual physiology in order to achieve actual compliance (consistent orgasm during coitus), they have employed a variety of strategies to reconcile reality with the normative model. The intellectually convoluted character of some of these conceptual dodges, a few of which I shall enumerate below, is reminiscent of Ptolemy's ingenious and, for many centuries, persuasive efforts to explain the apparent motion of heavenly bodies without removing the earth from the center of the universe. In both cases removing man (the gender is used advisedly) from the center of things would have required a thoroughgoing reevaluation of the entire framework of belief. To this day most men (and many women) resist reconceptualizing sexuality as something other than a hierarchy in which heterosexual coitus occupies the apex.

**Physicians and the Female Orgasm**

Since ancient times, physicians have employed five basic strategies to reconcile perceived female sexuality with androcentric norms. The first and least common, of course, was the "emperor's new clothes" approach: the straightforward acknowledgment that only a minority of women reach orgasm during penetration without clitoral stimulation. Opinions of this kind generally accompany recommendations that such stimula-
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debate continued until the twentieth century: Franz Josef Gall mentions it in his *Anatomie* (1810–19), and even authors of modern medical texts feel the need to assert that there is no known correlation between either desire and fertility or orgasm and conception.13

Medieval writers such as Avicenna and Giles of Rome thought that women experienced pleasure by receiving male semen. Although Avicenna, apparently a realist about female sexuality, was careful to caution his readers that this pleasure would not be adequate to satisfy the female partner, Giles and other writers preferred to think that nothing was required beyond male ejaculation. Danielle Jacquet and Claude Thomas set remark that “without casting doubt on the intentions of Giles of Rome, one might suggest that he supplied arguments capable of clearing the male of all responsibility in the woman’s quest for pleasure.”14 Helen Lemay summarizes Avicenna’s account of a woman’s “three delights in intercourse: one from the motion of her own sperm, a second from the motion of the male sperm, and a third from the motion or rubbing that takes place in coitus.” The physician cautions men that to be sexually satisfied the woman should experience her own “movements of the matrix” before the man ejaculates.15

In Tudor and Stuart England, prevailing medical beliefs were that orgasm was necessary for conception, that lack of sexual satisfaction, following Galen’s teaching, caused unhealthful imbalances in the humors, and that orgasm provided an incentive for women to risk their lives in pregnancy.16 Many works of this era discussed the role of the clitoris as the principal locus of sexual pleasure. Ambroise Paré expressed the view in 1634 that women with strong sexual desires, languid lifestyles, and hearty appetites were less likely than other women to suffer disorders of the menses, since their humors flowed more freely:

There are some that are purged twice, and some thrice in a month, but it is altogether in those who have a great liver, large veins, and are filled and fed with many and greatly nourishing meats, which sit idly at home all day, which having slept all night do not withstand the sleep in bed sleeping a great part of the day also, which live in a hot, moist climate and southerly aye, which use warme bawes of sweet waters and gentle frictions, which use and are greatly delight in carnall copulation: in these and such like women the courses flow more frequently and abundantly.17

Paré does not seem to entirely approve of these women, but their sexual enthusiasm forms part of his list of behaviors that promote a healthful flow of humors.

Women who wanted more sexual gratification than their partners were willing to provide, however, were serious threats to the androcentric and pro-natal model of sexuality: Abraham Zacuto wrote in 1637 that nymphomania “is a dreadful and odious ailment, for it interferes with intercourse and conception.”18 This concern persisted for centuries: Gall worried in 1625 about a patient of his, a prostitute who was not sexually satisfied by coitus, whom he diagnosed as an incurable nymphomaniac.19 Nathaniel Higmore, writing in 1660, discussed orgasm in considerable detail, placing it in the context of the theory of humors. Blood rushed to the sexual organs during arousal, and it was unhealthful for it to remain there. Orgasm caused contractions that returned the blood to the rest of the body. The action of the lungs—the heavy breathing—assisted the process.20

William Cullen, a century later, was sure that “the exercise of venery certainly proves a stimulus to the vessels of the uterus; and therefore may be useful, when, with propriety, it can be employed.” Like most of his contemporaries, he was concerned about the swollen condition of the female genitalia (it was not customary until the nineteenth century to distinguish the uterus from the vagina and external genitalia) and thought it must be pathological. He made analogies to the “distention of the vessels of the brain” in epilepsy and to the “turgescence of the blood in the vessels of the lung” in asthma, and he proposed that a similar “turgescence of blood in the uterus, or in other parts of the genital system, may occasion the spasmodic and convulsive motions which appear in hysteria.”21

Relief from unhealthful congestion was, as we have seen, a standard refrain in medical discussions of the importance of orgasm to both men and women. Renaissance and later physicians who recognized the role of the clitoris in producing orgasm may have had reservations about stirring up women’s passions by this means, but most of them agreed that unsatisfied sexual desire was unhealthful.

Views of female orgasm, although not of congestion, changed significantly between the mid-eighteenth century and the early nineteenth. In the nineteenth century the “orgasmic” (that is, turgescent or
congestive) condition in women was supposedly relieved by the soothing effect of semen released into the vagina, in the manner suggested centuries earlier by Giles of Rome and others. Thus, in this model ejaculation outside the vagina was conducive to "uterine disease," since the female genitalia did not receive the health benefits of male emission. Some physicians regarded all contraceptive practices as injurious to women for this reason. The American physician C. Bigelow, writing in 1875, was one of many who subscribed to this view, asserting that withdrawal causes pelvic congestion and thus hysteria in women. He also warned against masturbation on the grounds that "many [women] experience the nervous orgasm or spasm, which acts as harmfully on them, when much indulged in, as on males." In intercourse, though, orgasm in women was considered healthful and medically desirable.

William Goodell, a highly respected American gynecologist of the latter part of the nineteenth century, considered coitus interruptus unhealthful for women and recommended intercourse to male orgasm as a treatment for hysteria. He was highly articulate on the health benefits of ejaculation: "I believe that the semen itself, aided of course by the general relaxation following the crisis, has a special property of allaying the congestive orgasm and the vascular turgescence of venereal excitement." Notwithstanding the efficiency and convenience of this arrangement—at least to men—Goodell notes with concern the prevalence of pelvic congestion in women as a sequel to intercourse.

The feminist and medical radical Edward Bliss Foote, who had been recently imprisoned for dispensing contraceptives, in 1901 took husbands to task for failing to understand their wives' sexual needs. He said that when the husband is brutal and insensitive, women are sexually unresponsive and that "with this state of apathy and aversion on the part of the female, intercourse is mechanical, and the contusions of her organs by the organ of the male, is just about as injurious as if a billet of wood were introduced instead of the organ which Nature intended." Like his colleagues, however, Foote considered coitus the norm for sexuality and did not approve of masturbation for either sex, on the grounds that it did not permit a healthy exchange of animal magnetism between the sexes.

Others, such as the famous Richard von Krafft-Ebing, were unwilling to permit sexual pleasure to women even in the context of marital intercourse. He has often been quoted in the opinion that "woman, however, when physically and mentally normal and properly educated, has but little sensual desire. If it were otherwise, marriage and family life would be empty words." Clearly he regards women's sexuality as a significant threat to social stability. The androcentric picture is completed by his flat assertion that "the distinctive event in coitus is ejaculation." He opposed masturbation in both sexes, claiming that it weakened desire for the opposite sex.

Other doctors observed that women "learned frigidity" by a lack of satisfaction in marriage; where disappointment was the rule, women simply ceased to take any interest in the proceedings. G. Kolischter wrote in 1905 in the American Journal of Obstetrics:

Sexual excitement, not brought to its natural climax, the reaction leaves the women in a very disagreeable condition, and repeated occurrences of this kind may even lead to general nervous disturbances. Some of these unfortunate women learn to suppress their sexual sensation so as to avoid all these disagreeable sequelae. Such a state of affairs is not only unfortunate, because it deprives the female partner of her natural rights, but it is also to be deplored because it practically brings down such a married woman to the level of the prostitute.

The French physician Gilles de la Tourette saw this process as part of the cycle of hysteria: the "frigid" hyster is disappointed by coitus and communicates her distaste to her husband. His resentment and rejection then contribute to the development of her pathology.

Even doctors who understood the function of the clitoris did not want to give up the comforting notion of female orgasm in coitus. Theodore Thomas, for example, wrote in 1891 that the purpose of the clitoris was "to furnish to the female the nervous erethism which is necessary to a perfect performance and completion of the sexual act" and went on to observe that orgasm could be produced by clitoral stimulation "outside of intercourse." Many physicians warned against manipulation of the clitoris, either by husbands or by the women themselves. Smith Baker said in 1892 that a common "source of marital aversion seems to lie in the fact that substitution of mechanical and iniquitous excitations affords more thorough satisfaction than the mutual legitimate ones do." Thus
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one of the perceived health risks of unsatisfactory coitus for women was that it could lead to masturbation.

**Masturbation**

Physicians until the second half of this century have traditionally been deeply suspicious of the pleasure women had in masturbation, and not only for the reasons they condemned or questioned it for males. Have-lock Ellis, who wrote synopses of what most of his illustrious predecessors had to say about female sexuality, thought that after adolescence "masturbation is more common in women than in men." He thought it likely that all widows and single divorced women masturbated, which concerned him because he concurred with his colleague Smith Baker, who believed that masturbation caused "marital aversion" in women. He says of this that healthy and vigorous "women living a life of sexual abstinence, have asserted emphatically that only by sexually exciting themselves, at intervals, could they escape from a condition of nervous oppression and sexual obsession which they felt to be a state of hysteria." This view, of course, was not far removed from the earlier perspective on hysteria as the sequel of sexual deprivation. The most disgusting female masturbators, from the physicians' point of view, were the married women, whose behavior raised doubts about the ideal of mutual bliss in coitus. Like others of Ellis's contemporaries, some of whom I have quoted, Alfred Adler was convinced that married women masturbated because coitus so often failed to satisfy them. It is likely that this observation was the source of many physicians' discomfort with the notion of female masturbation: it conflicted at a literally visceral level with the androcentric paradigm.

Despite its obvious efficacy in relieving pelvic congestion, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the "mechanical and iniquitous excitations" of masturbation were thought to cause all manner of diseases and disorders in both sexes. Doctors thought they saw serious somatic symptoms of the practice: sunken eyes with black bags under them, pallor, general weakness, and a host of sexual manifestations that one physician, N. Cooke, described as necessarily culminating, eventually, in a massive, spasmodic system failure, a sort of death by orgasm. Of female masturbation Cooke exclaims, "Alas, that such an expression is possible!" and goes on to cite the practice as the chief cause of nymphomania. Sewing machines, particularly the kind with two foot treadsles operated alternately, were thought by many nineteenth-century physicians to be either the cause or the means of masturbation in women, a concern also expressed about the bicycle. According to Krafft-Ebing, the French writer A. Coffignon thought that the power of the sewing machine was such that heterosexual women could be turned into lesbians by "excessive work" on them. Thomas Low Nichols considered masturbation a major source of pregnancy complications.

E. H. Smith, in the *Pacific Medical Journal* of 1903, was so concerned about the possibility of his colleagues' failing to diagnose masturbatory diseases in their female patients that he published a guide to detecting masturbation by examination. A woman with one labium longer than the other, he asserted, had caused this "hypertrophy" by masturbating on that side. Since the relative sizes of the labia, like those of hands, feet, ears, and testicles, are usually determined by laterality, Smith must have discovered multitudes of female masturbators by this method. Passing a "mild faradic current" through the urethra was another method of determining whether women were more sexually sensitive than Smith thought was good for them.

Nearly all female disorders could be attributed to masturbation or related sins, such as drinking alcohol, tea, or coffee, thinking about sex, or "tight corsets worn while reading French novels." Mary Cove Nichols, a hydropathic physician, Grahamite, and "sexual radical," thought that menorrhagia and dysmenorrhea could be caused either by masturbation or by "excessive indulgence of amatorialness" with one's spouse. Russell Thacher Trall, another water cure physician, concurred with both views. Trall thought intercourse was especially dangerous for women who constricted their organs with tight corsetry. These conservative views on coitus may have increased the popularity of hydropathic physicians with women, who represented the major market for their services.

George Beard, whom I have mentioned as the great popularizer of neurasthenia, believed that masturbation "is almost universal. It is indulged in by both sexes." But excessive indulgence could have patho-
logical sequelae in some persons of weak constitution: "It is the masturbation acting on a nervous diathesis, it is the habit plus a nervous constitution that gives us the product—sexual neurasthenia."43

Even while condemning female masturbation, some physicians were apparently comforted by the unsupported assumption that most women accomplished this forbidden act by some means approximating coitus. As early as the thirteenth century, Arnaldus of Villanova had recommended the use of a dildo to widows and nuns suffering from the dread symptoms of hysteria.44 Any object or device that traveled the path of the totemic penis into the vagina was, at the end of the nineteenth century, suspected of having an orgasmically stimulating effect. The widespread adoption of the speculum as a medical instrument was far more controversial than that of the vibrator a few years later.45 Elaborate tales were related of women and girls lusting after medical examination and climaxing on the examining table the minute the speculum was inserted. Robert Carter, a British physician and social critic, wrote of the speculum in 1853:

No one who has realized the amount of moral evil wrought in girls... whose prurient desires have been increased by Indian hemp [marijuana] and partially gratified by medical manipulations, can deny that remedy is worse than the disease [hysteria]. I have seen young unmarried women, of the middle-class of society, reduced by the constant use of the speculum to the mental and moral condition of prostitutes; seeking to give themselves the same indulgence by the practice of solitary vice; and asking every medical practitioner... to institute an examination of the sexual organs.46

To modern women, for whom pelvic examinations are a routine ordeal (and perhaps for Carter's female contemporaries), these assertions seem strange indeed. Opponents of the speculum also argued that its use required looking at the patient's genitalia, a clearly indecent situation. The earlier method of examination, called "the touch," did not even require the patient to disrobe completely.47 Part of the attraction of the new technology, however, was that the physician could greatly reduce tactile contact with the patient. One of the inventors of the speculum, gynecologist James Marion Sims, asserted that a significant component of his motivation for experimenting with the new technology was simple distaste: "If there was anything I hated," he wrote in 1864, "it was investigating the organs of the female pelvis."48 In any event, the medical profession adopted the speculum, apparently deciding that its advantages as a diagnostic tool outweighed its perceived (and probably imaginary) dangers as a masturbatory device. The belief that most women masturbated with penis substitutes (dildos) must have been very comforting, but only about 11 to 20 percent of modern women surveyed actually use such methods.49 In 1880 it was estimated that some form of masturbation was practiced by 97 percent of males and 75 percent of females; we do not, of course, have acceptable estimates for previous centuries.50

At the end of the nineteenth century the masturbation issue was open to considerable debate. Freud began to doubt in 1896 that masturbation caused neuroses, although he was still willing to believe it caused bed-wetting, leucorrhea, and some kinds of hysteria.51 Robert Taylor, writing in 1905, warned that horseback riding, use of sewing machines, and bicycle riding could all lead to female masturbation, but that "in general no great harm is done to the system by the habit." An exception was vaginismus, which he thought could be caused by masturbating with a dildo or similar object. He attributes the prevalence of female masturbation among married women to the potential frustrations of intercourse: "In many cases the too rapid completion of the sexual act in the man leaves the woman unsatisfied, and she as a result produces the orgasm upon herself at the first opportunity."52

"Frigidity" and Anorgasmia

It is in the nineteenth century that we see the fullest flowering of the third and fourth approaches to reconciling perceptions of women's sexuality with their observed behavior: believing either that women enjoyed intercourse sufficiently with or without the resolution now medically defined as orgasm, or that normal women experienced no sexual feelings at all. Both views assisted in the camouflage of orgasmic treatments, since in the first case no penetration (and therefore nothing sexual) was occurring during the treatment and in the second case sexual pleasure on the
part of the patient was theoretically impossible. Belief in female frigidity or in women's total indifference to sexual stimuli was popular with both physicians and the public. One theory was that in the hysterical, frigidity and insatiability were combined in women who went from lover to lover seeking the gratification that a supposedly normal female would have experienced in coitus with her spouse. Madame Bovary was regarded as the epitome of this type, but the stereotypically insatiable female was hardly a newcomer (so to speak) to literature. Nineteen centuries before Flaubert, Juvenal, who aimed his longest satire at the opposite sex, had expressed the characteristic male fear and disgust at the ability of women to have intercourse repeatedly without reaching orgasm, and their ability to achieve orgasm with external stimulation alone. Writing ostensibly to dissuade a young friend from marrying, Juvenal described an imperial whore who goes out for a long and active night of paid sex, after which "she sadly departed/Last of them all to leave, still hot, with a woman's erection./Tired by her men, but unsatisfied still, her cheeks all discolored." Later in the poem the imaginary wife of his friend is at the bathhouse, where massage is apparently the chief attraction: "then it is time for the man with the oil to give her rubdown. Don't think that's all he does—his fingers are certainly clever./Knowing where they can go, and how they can work up a climax." A decorous and loyal frigidity in one's wife, in this model, seems to have been regarded as preferable to a passionate temperament beyond the husband's power to satiate it.

Physicians, popular culture, and even some feminists attempted in the nineteenth century to establish decorous anorgasmia as a normal, even desirable, feminine trait. In 1844 the French physician Adam Raciborski had asserted that "three-fourths of women merely endure the approaches of men." Carl Degler reports that Charles Taylor wrote in 1861 that "women have less sexual feeling than men" and that some people even go so far as to claim that "as a rule women have practically nothing of what is understood as sexual passion." As many as three-quarters of married women, he had been told, took no pleasure in the sexual act. The ideal of passionlessness appealed to many women of Taylor's time, for whom intercourse without orgasm but with the danger of pregnancy and all its potential pains, complications, risks, and costs in time and health must have been a much less attractive prospect than to their relatively unencumbered male partners. William Hammond wrote in

1887 that "leaving prostitutes out of consideration, it is doubtful if in one-tenth of the instances of intercourse [women] experience the slightest pleasurable sensation from first to last." Hermann Fehling asserted in 1893 that "it is an altogether false idea that a young woman has just as strong an impulse to the opposite sex as a young man... The appearance of the sexual side in the love of a young girl is pathological." He goes on to say that "half of all women are not sexually excitable." Havelock Ellis commented in 1910 that "by many, sexual anesthesia is considered natural in women, some even declaring that any other opinion would be degrading to women, even by those who do not hold to this opinion it is believed that there is an unnatural prevalence of sexual frigidity among civilized women." In his "Sexual Impulse in Women," he cites a number of medical authors who claim "frigidity" rates of between 66 and 75 percent for "civilized women," numbers that are suggestively similar to Shere Hite's late 1970s figures for women who do not regularly reach orgasm in coitus. Sophie Lazersfeld in the mid-twentieth century said that "the proportion of frigid women, according to the scientific investigators, varies between 60 and 90 per cent." Of this reportedly rampant female frigidity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman point out that this view had attractions for some women, since it suggested "spiritual equality" with man and implied that "purity could be a useful tool with which women could gain leverage in sexual relations, for it provided them with grounds for refusing unwanted sex." There must have been a good deal of this last, because the same authors comment on the results of Clelia Mosher's survey of 1900–1920 that "half of these women expressed sexual desires and found sex agreeable, at least 'at times,' but more telling was the fact that even those who felt no desire participated in regular sexual relations." D'Emilio and Freedman go on to say that "most [nineteenth-century] women who complained that their husbands neglected marital sexuality stressed their desire for children rather than their desire for physical pleasure." The American physician Elizabeth Blackwell subscribed to this view. If only a minority of women had regular orgasmic experience in coitus, the majority's lack of interest is understandable: Why bother?

"My God, WHAT DOES SHE WANT?"
FEMALE ORGASM IN THE POST-FREUDIAN WORLD

Laqueur says of Freud that “in 1905, for the first time a doctor claimed that there were two kinds of [female] orgasm and that the vaginal sort was the expected norm among adult women.” Freud was certainly the great popularizer of this androcentric theory, but he was not the first to raise the question of where the female orgasm originated. The subject was clearly a matter for debate when Auguste Tripler asserted in 1883 that clitoral and urethral sensations had to occur simultaneously for the production of the “venereal orgasm in women.”

It was twentieth-century post-Freudian medicine, however, that elevated the vaginal orgasm to a veritable Holy Grail of sexual function for women. When Alfred Kinsey dared to question both its existence and the necessity for adjusting women’s sexuality to fit an inappropriate “norm,” some of his colleagues reacted with horror and outrage. Edmund Bergler and William S. Kroger, who defined frigidity as “the incapacity of woman to have a vaginal orgasm during intercourse” (italics in the original), responded to Kinsey’s book on female sexuality with eloquent indignation:

The frigid women (not a mere 10 per cent as Kinsey assumes from the application of his mistaken yardstick [i.e., whether women could reach orgasm by any means], but probably 80 to 90 per cent) received the assurance that vaginal frigidity is a meaningless concept, and that the “normal” expectation is some form of clitoric orgasm. This can be proved by an admission made by Kinsey on page 584 of Volume II. In his heated polemic against the existence of vaginal orgasm, he claims that “some hundreds of the women in our own study have consequently been much disturbed by their failure to accomplish this biological impossibility.” Obviously, Kinsey reassured these neurotics.

Bergler and Kroger insist that there is no scientific difficulty with arguing that 80 to 90 per cent of all women are “abnormal” and go on to defend the Freudian notion that real women are satisfied only by penetration. To give these authors their due, they are at least evenhanded about their normative illusions: they assert that “mature, normal men do not desire sex except with women they love tenderly.”

Having reaffirmed the norm as coitus, twentieth-century physicians tended to blur the distinction between orgasm and satisfaction much as their nineteenth-century predecessors had done. A propensity to equate enjoyment of coitus with orgasmic satisfaction remains embedded in both medical and popular discussions despite nearly a century of study of female sexuality. Women themselves do not always know how to answer questions that distinguish between pleasure and orgasm, just as men typically, in Paul Gebhard’s words, “do not understand inquiries about differences between orgasm and satisfaction.” For most men, apparently, orgasm is satisfaction. Women, however, traditionally have been expected to find enjoyment in an activity—coitus—that results in orgasm for women in only a minority of instances. Thus women’s pleasure in sex, which may consist of arousal, enjoyment of physical intimacy, or the expression of affection it represents for both partners, is routinely interpreted both by scientists and even by some historians as orgasmic experience, whether or not it actually is. Both Katherine Bement Davis’s 1,183 college-educated respondents and James Cooper’s later working-class and lower-middle-class sample, surveys reported in 1925 by Robert Dickinson and Henry Peerson, were frequently uncertain what was meant by the term “orgasm.” As we have seen, their doctors were not always certain either. Among women reporting sexual pleasure, including “orgasm” however defined, it has been observed that “peaks of feeling” short of clinically defined climax are frequently reported as orgasm.

Jeanne Warner, who wrote about this in 1984, used Joseph Bothe’s 1981 definition: “Only the unique waveforms of anal and vaginal pressure associated with the reflexive contractions of the pelvic muscles provide distinct physiological evidence of orgasm.” In the absence of these signs, the emotional and physical enjoyment that women experience in coitus is frequently elevated to the stature of orgasm, both in the women’s own reports and in their medical interpretation. Women are under pressure to appear normal and feminine in their sexual responses—defined, of course, in terms of the androcentric model—and physicians have traditionally sought evidence that validated this model. Warner thinks it likely that female orgasm in coitus is substantially overreported owing to women’s tendency to say what their husbands and doctors want to hear, and she adds:

“My GOD, WHAT DOES SHE WANT?”
Another factor in the denial of lack of female orgasm has to do with a male bias for phallic stimulation. Although hard data on the relationship between mode of stimulation and female response are lacking at present, the literature conveys a strong impression that the penis is not the most effective means of producing a maximal level of arousal and response for a woman. Those male authorities who advocate the superiority of emotional orgasm in women ["peaks of feeling"] suggest that whatever provides the greatest satisfaction for the male should also provide the greatest pleasure for the female. It is not easy for any woman, professional or otherwise, to suggest that the culturally ingrained symbol of "manhood" is not the ultimate sensual magic wand.22

In Dianne Grosskopf's sample of 1,207 women, commissioned by Playgirl and published in 1983, "masturbation was shown to be the most reliably orgasmic sexual practice." Grosskopf, like Warner, thought her respondents overreported orgasm with penetration, and she observed that "women appeared to be defensive and sometimes less honest in their answers to the questions about orgasms." Significantly, she also reports that "all but a small number (20 percent) of respondents said they did not feel cheated if they did not experience orgasm during sex," and that "three-quarters of the women felt it more important for their partner to be pleased than for themselves to be pleased."23 Gebhard, too, said that 57 percent of his sample reported themselves as "satisfied" without orgasm.24 Clearly these women saw no reason to expect orgasmic satisfaction in coitus, felt uncomfortable with questions that would reveal their lack of conformity to the androcentric norm in this regard, and were motivated to stress the satisfaction of delivering acceptable sexual services to their male partners. In 1983 Ann Landers' newspaper column shocked the masculine world by reporting the results of her inquiries to readers about how they felt about "the act": more than 100,000 women who responded, 72 percent wrote to say they'd much rather be doing something else.25 It has been argued that these and other data, notably Hite's, contain a self-selection bias. This is certainly true, but it is difficult to imagine how we might gather data on human sexuality without introducing self-selection bias, observer effects, or other distortions.

What Ought to Be, and What We'd Like to Believe

Like that of physicians and other male professionals, the work of some male historians suggests they are anxious to interpret the highly ambiguous evidence on female sexuality in such a way as to reinforce the androcentric model. Peter Gay, in filling volumes with extrapolations from somewhat scanty data, has not hesitated to assume that all female assertions of pleasure in heterosexual activity indicate regular experience of orgasm. In a section of The Education of the Senses appropriately titled "The Dubious Certainty of Numbers," he consistently assumes female orgasm during penetration and conflates pleasure with orgasmic satisfaction, despite the clearly emotional, rather than physiological, tone of most of his quotations from women. Although he says that doctors' reports "testify to a brimming reservoir of unsatisfied female desire," Gay never questions that a woman's claim to enjoy sex means orgasm in coitus, even when his sources explicitly deny any sensual dimension to their pleasure.26

Carl Degler's work on female sexuality exhibits the same androcentric bias as Gay's. In his famous article "What Ought to Be and What Was," he addresses questions raised by the Mosher survey at the turn of the century. On his own evidence, neither women nor their physicians could distinguish among arousal, the "psychic and subjective" enjoyment of sex, Warner's "peaks of feeling," and the physiological orgasm as defined above. Without inquiring what Mosher's respondents might have meant by "venereal orgasm," as we have seen, a more ambiguous term when applied to women than when applied to men, Degler concludes from his evidence that 95 percent of Mosher's sample of forty-five women experienced orgasm in coitus. Degler's point is that what physicians asserted about female sexuality and what women experienced were probably very different, a point certainly worth making. Unfortunately, his use of the Mosher data is tendentious and misleading; later in the same article he misinterprets Kinsey's data in a manner that would have horrified Kinsey.27 Like traditional physicians and many others of his historical and contemporary brethren, Degler is reluctant to rock the boat of the androcentric model of female sexuality. Katherine Nelson, in a passage quoted in Marie Stopes's Married Love, shows a different view of women's experience of sex in the early decades of this century:

"My God, What Does She Want?"
To mate with men who have no soul above
Earth grubbing; who, the bridal night, forsooth,
Killed sparks that rise from instinct fires of life,
And left us frozen things, alone to fashion
Our souls to dust, masked with the name of wife—
Long years of youth—love years—the years of passion
Yawning before us. So, slumbering to the end,
All shrivelled by the side of him we wed,
Hoping that peace may ripen years attend,
Mere odalisques are we—well housed, well fed;

The overloaded and leaking vessel of androcentric sexuality, as we have seen, has required systematic bailing out of contradictory data. Some of this has been accomplished, I have suggested, by medicalizing the production of female orgasm, thus relieving husbands and lovers of the chore of stimulating the clitoris, a task rarely compatible with such reliable masculine favorites as coitus in the female-supine position. Physicians did not relish the job either, however lucrative it might be as an office visit cash cow, and from ancient times to the end of the nineteenth century they sought some means of literally getting the female orgasm off their hands. Their efforts to mechanize and expedite the task while retaining the profitable character of orgasmic treatment are the subject of the next chapter.

In a discussion of electromedical technologies new in his day, in 1903 Samuel Howard Monell effectively summarized the demand of physicians since Hippocrates for some simple means of getting results with their hysterical patients: “Pelvic massage (in gynecology) has its brilliant advocates and they report wonderful results, but when practitioners must supply the skilled technic with their own fingers the method has no value to the majority.” For physicians in this line of work, the vibrator was a godsend: “Special applicators (motor driven) give practical value and office convenience to what otherwise is impractical.”

Not only the need for skill but the time required annoyed physicians. Samuel Spencer Wallian, extolling the virtues of “rhythmotherapy” with a vibrator in 1906, asserted that in manual massage the physician “consumes a painstaking hour to accomplish much less profound results than are easily effected by the other [the vibrator] in a short five or ten minutes.” For the profitability of a physician’s practice, at any period in history, the difference between ten minutes and an hour to complete treatment would have been significant.

As I mentioned earlier, at no time did physicians show any real enthusiasm for treating hysteria in their women patients. All the evidence points to their having generally considered it a tedious, difficult, and
time-consuming chore and having made efforts to delegate the task to subordinates or machines even in ancient and medieval times. Western physicians have in general found physical therapies annoyingly labor intensive, an attitude that eventually resulted in an occupational split between doctors and physical therapists in the twentieth century. There had been earlier efforts in this direction, as we have seen; massage was often a lower-status task relegated to semiprofessionals at ancient and medieval bathhouses and at spas in the modern period. Until the nineteenth century, pelvic massage of women, useful in childbirth as well as in the treatment of hysteria, was not uncommonly the responsibility of midwives, whether or not under the supervision of a physician. As a mode of therapy, massage rarely was harmful, often was beneficial, and achieved results, if any, only with patience, which meant that from the Galenic physician's point of view it lacked the heroic character of surgery, venectomy, and purging. In this context it is hardly surprising that physicians sought technologies that would allow them to reap the economic benefits of pelvic massage, as delegating it to another therapist did not, while avoiding a wearying and costly investment of the doctor's time and skill.

One of the first technologies used for this purpose was a retrofit of the water-powered saw. Although there is no evidence these devices were ever applied to gynecological treatment, some writers assert that in ancient times the vibrating beam ends of water-powered saws were sometimes padded with fabric and used for massage.3 More often, those seeking physical therapies in ancient and medieval times employed manual massage providers, as did Juvenal's subject, or visited baths with appliances for pumping water under at least some pressure, even if only that of gravity. In 1734 one Abbé St. Pierre is reported to have invented a mechanical predecessor to the vibrator called a tremousson, but little is known about the use and configuration of this device.4 Bathing and hygiene establishments offered simple adjuncts to manual massage at least as early as the Renaissance and possibly before (fig. 8), including hand-held beaters, kneaders, and brush-type stimulators of the kind now associated with saunas.

At the same time, there existed a set of technologies for treating vaginal and uterine disorders that necessarily overlapped with massage, since hysteria and chlorosis were both thought to be uterine in origin.

Fig. 8. Medieval bathing establishment. From Emmett Murphy, Great Bondelles of the World (1983), Bibliothèque Nationale.

Pessaries or suppositories containing Galenically cooling or heating ingredients, depending on the malady, could be prescribed. Another technique was sublimation, illustrated in Paris, in which the patient sat over a small burner from which attractive or repellent fumes, again depending on the ailment, wafted upward into the vagina.3 The efficacy of this method was thought to be enhanced by the use of perforated pes-
saries that held the vagina open to permit passage of the odoriferous vapors (fig. 9).6

As I indicated in chapter 2, massage of the vulva was a somewhat controversial practice among physicians after the medieval period, despite the treatment’s venerable history. In the nineteenth century, the conflict and ferment of ideas about women and their physicians brought these debates into unaccustomed prominence. Public awareness of controversies among physicians had been growing steadily, of course, since the late Renaissance, when medical works began to abandon the international standard of Latin as the language of professional communication. The trend was accelerated by the spread of inexpensive printing methods and materials that brought books within the economic reach of a much broader range of social classes in the nineteenth century. By 1890 the European or American lay reader of medical works had almost as many opportunities for exposure to medical confusion, controversy, and tendentious case studies as do modern viewers of television health programs. Although doctors had always attacked each other’s theories and practice in their professional literature, the print explosion of the nineteenth century set the debate over clinical issues before the reading public for the first time. Physicians with radical ideas about therapy, such as the hydropaths who abounded in nineteenth-century America, Britain, and Europe, were especially likely to take their case to the customer rather than to their medical colleagues, who regarded their claims as questionable at best.

The direct massage of the vulva in hysteria and related disorders remained substantially unchanged through the nineteenth century. There was, however, a difference in the way the subject was discussed in some of the medical literature, particularly in America and Britain. Physicians were less likely than their predecessors, who could draw the veil of Latin over their expositions, to dwell on the details of their manipulations of the female genitalia, knowing that texts in the vernacular might well fall into the hands of the medically unqualified. Theodore Gaitland Thomas mentioned gynecological massage treatments in a medical work published in Philadelphia in 1891, omitting any practical instructions on the grounds that “the details of the manipulations are too minute for reproduction here, and must be read in the original works,” some of which were in Latin.9 The French author A. Sigismond Weber, however, showed

no such delicacy in 1889 when he described vulvar massage, including details of both internal and external manipulation with the fingers, in a work on electricity and massage.9

Although mechanisms of various kinds were available by the third quarter of the nineteenth century, not all advocates of physical therapies for hysteria endorsed them. George Massey, a well-known American physician who was actively involved in the development of electrotherapeutics, nonetheless considered “massage with the hand as the only efficient method” of treating hysterical women, “rejecting all machinery, muscle-beaters, etc., as either but poor substitutes for the hand of the masser or as presenting an entirely different therapeutic measure.”10

Silas Weir Mitchell, the rest-cure physician who has been identified as the antithesis of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper, was an advocate of massage; however, in 1877 he warned his fellow physicians that “the early use of massage is apt in some nervous women to cause increased nervousness and even loss of sleep,” though “very soon the patient begins to find the massage soothing and to complain when it is omitted.”11 Mitchell may also have been the physician Thomas Low

"INVITING THE JUICES DOWNWARD"
Nichols referred to in his 1850 tract on the merits of the water cure for pregnant women:

One man—if I do not too much insult humanity in giving him that appellation—residing in the vicinity of New York, has made these female diseases a specialty... The infamy of his bold quackeries and obscene manipulations would make the paper blush on which it was written. I have known of case after case which he has maltreated; and I know of no case in which, after a time, and when the peculiar excitement he induces has lost its effect, the patient has not sunk into a worse condition.12

**HYDROPATHY AND HYDROTHERAPY**

Bathing of all kinds, but especially at spas or public bathing establishments, has been associated with sexuality in Western culture since antiquity.13 Medicinal immersion in hot springs probably predates the fifth century B.C., and it was known in North America long before the arrival of Europeans. Native Americans are said to have discovered some of the hot springs and mineral springs on this continent by following the trails of animals that used them.14 It was in Europe and Britain, and later in Europeanized America, that bathing spas acquired their reputation for luxury and dissipation. Gambling and beverages considerably stronger than mineral water were usually available at spas as alternatives to balneotherapy, or as entertainment for the companions of the afflicted.15 Even the physicians were sometimes suspect: Francis Power Cobbe cast vague aspersions in 1881 on the morality of physicians who specialized in spa practice.16 As late as the mid-twentieth century, Georges Simenon could plausibly suggest that gambling at spas counted as part of the therapy.17 Iris Murdoch's novel The Philosopher's Pupil is set in the mythical bath town of Ennistone, which, according to the author, has a dark reputation for unmentionable vices.18

The Roman baths are reported to have been important venues for prostitution, a point to which an eighteenth-century German writer drew attention when he declared England's Bath and Tunbridge Wells the equals of the Caracalla in depravity.19 Bath had by that time had a scandalous reputation for more than a hundred years. Despite (or perhaps because of) this infamy, British royalty gamely visited the place: Queen Anne in 1661 and Queen Catherine in 1663, the latter in search, significantly enough, of a cure for infertility.20

In Western Europe, long before the modern period, women went to mineral springs for such treatments as Catherine received at Bath.21 Spas became fashionable even for the not very sick in Europe and Britain in the eighteenth century, and they reached high proportions in the nineteenth. Tobias Smollett, who wrote an essay on the water cure in 1752, remarked that pumped water was good for "hysterical Disorders... Obstructions of the Menses, and all cases, where it is necessary to make a revulsion from the head, and to invite the juices downwards." He was an enthusiastic supporter of hydrotherapy in obstetrics as well, observing that "besides these uses of the Warm Bath, it is of great service in promoting delivery, by relaxing the part in those women who are turned of thirty before the first child; and in such as are naturally contracted in consequence of a rigid fibre, and robust constitution." He goes on to commend a "Mr. Cleland, Surgeon" at Bath, who had proposed to the medical staff "a very ingenious apparatus he had contrived, for some complaints peculiar to the fair sex." Unfortunately, Smollett declines to describe this apparatus.22

The Austrian physician Vicenz Priessnitz is usually credited (or discredited) with making the water cure in the 1830s and 1840s what transcendental meditation was to the 1970s. The fashion for hydrotherapy in Europe, Britain, and the United States lasted more than half a century, probably because its pleasures, comforts, luxuries, and lack of medical discomfort so endeared it to patients and their companions.23 At a time when about half of all surgical patients died either on the operating table or of complications afterward, physicians noted with interest (or on occasion indignation) that their clientele approached water cures with far less fear and repugnance than they did the measures of traditional "heroic medicine." Priessnitz seems to have been the first to systematically exploit the commercial advantages of this feature of hydrotherapy.

Even in Priessnitz's day there was an emphasis on women as patients. The Austrian technology, the first to be called "the douche," was simply cold water impelled by gravity, but both earlier and later methods used hot or warm pumped water. Priessnitz's cure, primitive as it was, was...
all the rage; his caseload grew from 45 in 1829 to 1,400 ten years later, with many patients coming from Britain and remote parts of Europe.24 The famous Father Sebastien Kneipp, another European hydropath, set great store by the use of pumped water aimed at the pelvis as a treatment for female complaints.25 In Europe the physicians themselves might operate the douche apparatus, but in the United States this was considered professionally dubious, and therapeutic assistants were usually employed. J. A. Irwin, for example, writing in 1892, had considerable faith in hydrotherapy, both as a therapeutic measure and as a prescription most patients were willing to take. Bathing in mineral waters, he said, had the advantage of “stimulating qualities of the gas and minerals, which are appreciated by the skin as a kind of texturalunctuousness.” He had reservations, however, about what he called “local irritation” to relieve pelvic congestion in women, not because he thought it ineffective, but because he deemed it a threat to the decorum of the attending physician: patients stood in front of the doctor “receiving the column of water alternately, or as circumstances dictate, upon the spine and anterior surface of the body—a procedure somewhat startling to the Anglo-American sense of propriety, and scarcely in accord with our notions of professional dignity.”26

R. J. Lane, who wrote about the English spa Malvern in 1851, quotes a male patient as saying that “the ladies are bolder-like with the wet sheets and Douches, and that, than the gentlemen.” Malvern at this time used the Priest Nicar douche, a gravity-powered fall of water from a cistern eighteen feet overhead. Lane, evidently in awe of women’s enthusiasm for the effects of hydrotherapy, mentions a lady who took the douche in the form of Niagara Falls, a sixty-foot fall at that point, and remarked, with some understatement, that “the Water Cure commends itself to the ladies.” The douche, which he himself seems to have regarded with some trepidation, he reports as “so powerful a stimulant, that persons are frequently known, on coming out of the douche, to declare that they feel as much elation and buoyancy of spirits, as if they had been drinking champagne.”27 I shall have more to say about this elation later. Refinements were added as the century progressed. In 1867 the water cure at Matlock Bank in England had warm-water douche treatments for women plus electrotherapy and electric-bath installations. About 2,000 patients a year were treated there, of both sexes but with women predominating.

Another English spa of the second half of the nineteenth century provided horseback exercise, a traditional treatment for hysteria, to its women patients as an adjunct to hydrotherapy.28 The companions and families of these patients often participated in the pleasures of the spa and its local service businesses.29

After therapeutic douches were installed at Bath in the 1880s, over 80,000 bathers converged on Britain’s most famous spring to sample the latest hydriesthetic appliances.30 Even the formerly disapproving traditional physicians were sometimes forced to give ground on the appeal of hydrotherapy to patients. W. B. Oliver, writing in the prestigious London medical journal Lancet in 1896, said of hydriastic massage that “the mechanical agency of percussion and vibration” of the water was modified by its temperature, so that when the jets of water strike the surface of the skin or “when it is applied in the form of a traveling douche accompanied by a vibratory form of massage, the vasomotor system is much more powerfully affected than by any form of still bathing.”31

The douche was one of many therapies for hysteria in use at the Salpêtrière in the 1890s, when Freud was a visiting student there; Gilles de la Tourette reports that it was applied locally to the “hyposthesiastic areas on the “front of the trunk.”32 Walter McCullough, who practiced hydrotherapy at Saratoga Springs in the early twentieth century, describes douche therapy as “a current of water directed against the surface or into a cavity of the body.” He recommends supplies of both hot and cold water with a mixing valve, and a “hose or nozzle for projecting the stream of water onto the patient’s skin,” preferably one with enough pressure so that the water “may be projected from a distance of 10 to 15 feet.”33 Water at a lower pressure could be applied from the sides. Although McCullough’s account is dated 1940, it is consistent with illustrations of the douche dating from the 1860s through the early twentieth century (see figs. 10, 11, and 12).34

Americans seized on the spa concept with their characteristic enthusiasm for marriages of health with luxury and good living. So convivial were nineteenth-century American spas that a good many of their visitors did not even pretend to an affliction.35 Alexander MacKay wrote in the 1840s that “of the vast crowds who flock annually to Saratoga, but a small proportion are invalids.”36 Marietta Holley’s 1887 Sannahk at Saratoga does not even mention the baths, although perhaps Holley in-
added attractions of a nationally famous racetrack and casino. The town also had, by the 1860s, a remarkably dense population of physicians, some of whom, like J. A. Irwin, made international reputations for themselves in hydrotherapy.41

Women were the most visible, and probably the most profitable, patients at these establishments.42 At Round Hill Water-Cure Retreat, for example, Halsted used Taylor mechanisms in treating chronic diseases of women to produce "statumating vitalizing motion." The New Hygienic Institute in New York City advertised in 1858 "the Swedish Movement Cure, Turkish baths, electric baths, vapor baths, water-cure, machine vibrations, lifting cure, magnetism and healthful food." At some spas the patient's circulation was stimulated by flogging with wet towels or sheets.40 Writing of these establishments in 1984, historian Kathryn

**Fig. 10.** The ascending douche at Saratoga, about 1900. From Guy Hinsdale, *Hydrotherapy* (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1910), 224.

...tended to omit any reference to such questionable practices as douche therapy. Samantha and her companions primly drink water in the Pump Room, with all their fashionable clothes on, and admire their luxurious surroundings.37

Although Austria claims credit for commercializing hydrotherapy in the nineteenth century, there is considerable evidence that American spas were thriving even before Priessnitz initiated his famous medical entrepreneurship. The travel author James Stuart said that "fifteen hundred people have been known to arrive in a week" at the spas at Saratoga and Ballston Springs, New York.38 Hot mineral springs, however odoriferous, were the most popular, but even cold-water springs repaid hydropathic entrepreneurship.39 New York State was a leader in the nineteenth-century spa industry, with a reported one-third of all United States water cures in 1847.40 Saratoga remained New York's most fashionable water cure until the early years of the twentieth century, with its

**Fig. 11.** Pope model of douche equipment, about 1900. From Curran Pope, *Practical Hydrotherapy: A Manual for Students and Practitioners* (Cincinnati: Lancet-Clinic, 1909).

"INVITING THE JUICES DOWNWARD"
Sklar asserted that “sexual release through genital stimulation was a rudimentary water cure experience for women.”

From Ballston Springs (now Ballston Spa), New York, near the famous springs at Saratoga, we have the journal of a young woman, Abigail May, who eventually died of the disease (probably cancer) for which she had gone to the spa. The water cure seems to have brightened her last illness, however, despite the constant pain she suffered, although it had no curative effect. She says of her first encounter with the douche that it was difficult to summon the courage, but that “taking care to have laudanum handy” she took the plunge. After the initial shock, “I scream’d merrily—so says Mama—for my own part I do not remember much about it—I felt finely for two hours after bathing.” She went to the baths again on a Sunday with a friend, an experience of which she says that “I was so much pleased with the Bath that probably I staid in too long—for immediately on returning to the house I was sensible of feeling extremely weak and languid.”

Elation followed by drowsiness were frequently observed in douche and massage patients. Simon Baruch wrote in 1867 that the douche was “the most stimulating of all hydric applications” and went on to say that “it is not necessary to dwell upon the fact that every physiological indication is fulfilled by the douche. The nerve centers are aroused, the respiration is deepened, the circulation is invigorated, the secretions are increased.” He was especially enthusiastic about the results of “douches upon the loins” in cases of hysteria and neurasthenia. Edward Johnson, who thought that hysterics should have douche treatment every day for a month, remarked that even this intensive treatment regimen did not satisfy all of his patients, and that he experienced “difficulty ... in keeping them within rational limits. As soon as they become sensible of decided improvement, they become enthusiastic—they think they can never have enough—that the more they get, the faster they will get well.” He describes his patients’ enthusiasm for the douche, “generally looked upon as the ‘lion’ of every hydropathic establishment,” and remarks that this type of treatment is the one most often recommended to friends: “so many pleasant marvels to recount at home, and to excite the wondering curiosity of friends and relations.” Johnson seems here to attribute the exciting effects of the douche to a kind of hydric equivalent of a roller-coaster ride. Mary Louise Shew, who warned or perhaps promised women that hydrotherapeutic methods would produce new and unexpected sensations, quoted Johnson’s description of douche patients in 1844, where he reports “the most intense impression which can be made by the application of cold water.” Women are advised that “it sometimes produces the most extraordinary effects, as weeping, laughing, trembling, &c.”

Mary Gave Nichols wrote that the douche “is a very exciting application, acting powerfully upon the whole system,” recommended as a way of reducing congestion caused by “excessive indulgence of amative-ness,” in the form of either intercourse or masturbation. According to Nichols, the hydric douche restored tone and vigor to the female reproductive system. Her husband, Thomas Low Nichols, after discussing the many virtues of hydrotherapy as a general treatment, asserts that “there is one class of diseases to which the adaptation of the Water-Cure ought every where to be known, and no false delicacy will atone to my conscience for not giving them the prominence they deserve. I allude to the diseases of women.” He discusses the relative merits of inpatient and outpatient therapy, mentioning that his establishment serves women who come in only for “wet-sheet packs and douches” and notes that “coming from the douche, a patient feels like jumping over fences.”

James Manby Gully, a contemporary of the Nicholases, recommended the douche for “nervous headache” in women, which he considered one of the hysteroneurasthenic disorders. Gully liked to stimulate the spine with the jet of water first, then zero in on locations like “the loins.”

William H. Dieffenbach, an early twentieth-century advocate of hydric methods, endorsed a combination of hydrotherapy with manual massage and vibratory treatment, especially for hysteria and neurasthenia, which like his predecessors he considered related disorders. He thought that “conjugal incompatibility, sexual excess, masturbation, sexual continence, habits of over-indulgence in coffee, tea, tobacco, drugs and alcoholic beverages” contributed to neurasthenia and hysteria. Apparently the etiological paradigm could accommodate either too much sex or too little, a theory quite appropriate to a treatment that produced orgasms perhaps not regularly achieved in conjugal expressions of “amativeness.” His contemporary Curran Pope also thought that applying the douche to the “inner surface of the thighs” was an effective treatment of the sequelae of “imperfect or unsatisfactory intercourse.” Pope waxed
even more poetic than his colleagues on the merits of the douche in achieving patients’ compliance with therapy: "Douches are, as a rule, more agreeable to the majority of individuals than the other forms of hydriatic procedure . . . It sets the tissues in a vibration impossible to describe; experienced, it is never forgotten." As far as Pope was concerned, the douche was unparalleled as a tonic. "Administered at high or low temperatures, under a strong pressure, it is capable of arousing the most sluggish and intolerant function of the body." In melancholia, neurasthenia, hysteria, and "other nervous affections, there is no weapon equal to the douche in restorative power." Guy Hinsdale at the same period thought that menopausal women were especially good candidates for hydriatic treatment. "The asthenic physical condition," he wrote, "the mental depression, the irritability, the nervousness, and especially the sleeplessness, are certainly relieved to a great extent by a judicious use of these carbonated saline baths."  

The reported enthusiasm of women for the douche is not surprising. A jet of pumped water aimed at the male genitalia is more likely to produce pain than pleasure, but the use of water as a female masturbatory method is well documented, although in this century it is apparently employed only by a minority. Shere Hite reported in 1976 that about 2 percent of her respondents masturbated with water, using either the direct force of the water from the tap or hand-held shower hoses. Linda Wolfe’s Cosmo Report of 1981 also mentioned this technique. This method of masturbation raises questions about the early popularity of such hoses at the beginning of this century, when bathtubs first became common in urban households. Donald Greidanus, who cites W. R. Miller and H. I. Lief’s estimates that masturbation is practiced by 97 percent of males and 78 percent of females, mentions "tap water masturbation" but provides no further data on its incidence. In a popular anthology of women’s fantasies published in 1975, the speed and efficacy with which a jet of pumped water produces orgasm in women is noted in a chapter called "Playtime in the Pool." Inspired by a mention of masturbation with water in the first edition of Our Bodies, Our Selves in 1970, Eugene Halpert reported on this practice to the American Psychoanalytic Association in 1973, using three case studies of his own female patients. A staunch Freudian, Halpert makes it clear from the beginning that he considers this behavior aberrant: in each of the three cases, he asserts that the patient "was frigid" in the context of intercourse. After the obligatory review of the literature and a brief discussion of male masturbation with water, he describes the phenomenon reported by his three patients: "They all used the identical method, lying on their backs in the tub and positioning themselves so that the water from the faucet could be run on their genitals." Adjustments in the temperature and flow of water onto the clitoris were usually necessary, after which orgasm reliably occurred in short order. Halpert, after dutifully describing what he takes to be relevant dreams, fantasies, and childhood experiences of the three women, concludes that these women are fulfilling fantasies to the effect that "I have my father's penis and can urinate/ejaculate like a man, and I am able to urinate and destroy/castrate with my powerful stream in revenge for castration." Apparently, to a Freudian the production of orgasm in this manner required an elaborate explanation beyond the straightforward desire for pleasure and sexual release.
Electrotherapeutics

Electrotherapeutic devices were an invention of the eighteenth century, beginning with electrostatic generators that transferred static electricity to the hands and progressing, in the nineteenth century, to various kinds of direct-current devices and electrets.\(^64\) The latter, such as “electric” hairbrushes and corsets, lacked any power source; their presumed efficacy consisted in the electrical charging of the materials during their manufacture.\(^65\) In the mid-nineteenth century, electric current from batteries, including so-called “vibrators” (actually inductive devices that rhythmically interrupted the current), were used to control dental pain.\(^66\) Audrey Davis says that subsequent developments included “a spectacular range of devices . . . for applying heat, electricity, water, x-rays, and various motions and vibrations to the body in the period beginning at the end of the nineteenth century.”\(^67\)

In the second half of the nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth, there was considerable medical and scientific interest in electrolytes, human skin conductivity, and the effects of electrical stimulation on the health of plants and animals.\(^68\) Some doctors thought that electrical contraction of muscles could be useful as a substitute for exercise.\(^69\) Of particular interest to physicians was the perceived potential of electrotherapeutic treatment of impotence and “sexual debility” in men, both thought to be caused at least in part by masturbation.\(^70\) Popular medical literature and advertising encouraged men’s anxiety about losing virility to the solitary vice, and thousands of electrical devices were sold directly to consumers on the strength of their alleged ability to restore masculine powers; some physicians specialized in providing electrotherapeutic services.\(^71\) Richard von Krafft-Ebing mentions these devices briefly, citing a case of a young man who masturbated with a battery. Arousal to orgasm in this fashion would certainly have convinced purchasers that their male powers were in a healthy condition.\(^22\) Historian of medicine David Reynolds remarks on the phenomenon:

> It was perhaps inevitable that finally, at about the time of Freud’s initial papers on the sexual bases of neurosis, Roussel should report “It is especially in the genital organs that electricity is truly marvelous. Impotence disappears, strength and desire of youth return, and the man, old before his time, whether by excesses or privations, with the aid of electric fustigation, can become fifteen years younger.” Electrotherapeutic currents were also recommended for nymphomania. Presumably the treatment for nymphomania differed from that for impotency—perhaps a reversal of polarity. The responsibility of the nineteenth century physician in treating impotency and nymphomania with electricity was awesome. A mix-up in the leads could result in personal tragedy in one patient—a social menace in another.\(^71\)

William Snowden Hedley wrote in 1892 about a set of therapeutic procedures known as “hydro-electrization,” which included an “electric douche” applied with saline “water electrodes.” The method was recommended as a stimulant for “heightening cutaneous sensibility and quickening motor excitability.”\(^74\) In 1903 the International Correspondence Schools’ System of Electrotherapeutics recommended an electric douche regimen that combined electrical currents with hydrotherapeutic and sometimes vibratory or manual massage.\(^75\) By 1918 manufacturers of physical therapy equipment, like Kellogg in Battle Creek, Michigan, were producing apparatus that would provide alternating current through a hydroelectric bath, utilizing a “motor-operated magnet.”\(^76\)

As Reynolds indicates, electrotherapeutic methods were used in women’s disorders as well as men’s, including not only the nymphomania he mentions but also dysmenorrhoea, infertility, “frigidity,” and that turn-of-the-century bane of the educated classes, neurasthenia.\(^77\) Richard Cowen wrote in 1900 that electricity worked well in dysmenorrhoea when combined with local massage to “stimulate the circulation in the pelvic organs, to get rid of the congestion and the hyperaemia.”\(^78\) Herman Floyd endorsed battery application of “faradic current” by the patient herself to improve uterine and vaginal muscle tone.\(^79\) A. Lapthorn Smith, writing in Horatio Bigelow’s 1894 textbook of electrotherapeutics, advocated the use of battery faradization in amenorrhoea and female infertility, despite the technical difficulties of keeping the batteries filled, charged, and ready for use. Bigelow had “always been reluctant to apply local treatment to unmarried women” but considered it appropriate for wives. He could, he said, “testify positively” to visible results in amenorrhoea and infertility, “but with regard to the development of any passion I cannot speak very decidedly, as it is difficult to induce women to speak much about it,” although in a few cases he felt he had “reason to believe that

---
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The contraction is spasmodic rather than tetanic in character, as when the faradic current is employed. By proper adjustment of the current, strong muscular contractions may be induced without producing the slightest sensation on the skin, and without any pain sensation whatever. With one electrode placed in the rectum or the vagina, and the other upon the abdomen, strong contractions of the abdominal muscles may be produced, and even of the muscles of the upper thigh, without any sensation other than that of motion. I have frequently seen patients, while receiving the current in this manner, shaking so vigorously under its influence that the office table was made to tremble quite violently with the movement.\(^34\)

Electrotherapeutic devices sold to consumers for self-treatment seem to have enjoyed significant popularity between about 1880 and the late 1910s (figs. 13 and 14). One of these was the Butler Electro-massage Machine of 1888, pictured in figure 2 (chapter 1), which combined roller massage with a mild electrical shock. For uterine diseases, the roller was to be used "over lower abdomen, from 10 to 15 minutes. Change the treatment every other day, using the vaginal sponge-electrode, and applying roller over lower abdomen ten minutes, and lower spine five minutes." Butler expressed his conviction that three-quarters of the female population suffered from conditions for which his massage device was indicated. Among the many testimonials that appear in his advertising is one from a grateful husband, who reports that his wife treated herself for "female weakness, and general debility of the system, with the most gratifying results."\(^35\)

Eight years earlier, Butler had been marketing his device primarily to professionals, recommending it for "nervous exhaustion," for which massage upward from the feet, first gently and then kneading until "the skin [is] made thoroughly red." He describes patient responses not unlike those reported for hydrotherapy: "The immediate effect of the treatment on these nervous patients, is that of a salutary; they seem infinitely relieved of something; what—they seem unable to describe. They often want to sleep."\(^36\) This device, Butler asserted, could be used by the patient herself "after a lesson or two"; by 1888 he seemed to perceive no need for professional intervention at any point.\(^37\) Another home device manufactured by a New York City firm about 1900 was recommended to purchasers interested in "developing and hardening the bust"\(^38\) (fig. 15).

---
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Shoemaker, writing in 1907, seems to have had similarly grave reservations about electrotherapeutic devices in the hands of the unscrupulous. He says that electricity combined with massage, exercise, and good diet can be a useful regimen in some maladies, but that “without such therapeutic accessories, electricity, like massage, is very restricted in its usefulness and tends toward charlatanism.”

Electrical massage machinery was available to physicians from reputable suppliers like William H. Armstrong and Company of Indianapolis, which in 1901 manufactured both electrical rollers and a “portable combination massage instrument” called an “electro-spatteur” with a “vibrating fork” between the massage rollers. Electrotherapeutic suppliers who sold equipment primarily to physicians were much less flamboyant in their advertising claims than consumer companies, and perhaps for this reason they retained their respectable medical reputation into the twentieth century.

Despite the odor of quackery that had begun to cling to electrotherapeutic devices for self-treatment by the late 1880s, they continued to be widely advertised and sold. The Census of Manufactures for 1905 noted that electrotherapeutic apparatus was manufactured “in no fewer than 66 establishments, chiefly in Illinois and New York,” at a time when the total value of electrical household goods produced was about a fifth of this figure. By 1914 the United States production of electrotherapeutic equipment was valued at more than $2.6 million. As late as 1947, after X-ray equipment had been reclassified out of the category, “electro-therapeutic apparatus” was valued in the Census at $7.6 million. These statistics were not, however, disaggregated by sales to consumers versus those to physicians, and figures were not provided on the number of units represented by the total values of manufactured goods. Clearly, the questionable character of these devices did not interfere significantly with sales.

The United States Battery Agency, for example, advertised in 1889 in Doreas Magazine, to an almost exclusively female readership of embroiderers and other needle artisans, “All Physicians Agree that every family should have an Electric Battery in their house.” In the illustration, electrodes for every conceivable bodily orifice are depicted as accessories to the device. Less ambitious was the Oxydonor of 1902, a “hydro-electrization” device for the home that had the additional adver-


The Electrical Building at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 had an exhibition of electromedical devices, “Group 135” of the many new applications of electric power. Physicians had mixed feelings about electromedical apparatus; John Girdner in Mansey’s of April 1903 quotes “a distinguished specialist” as saying that “at present medical electricity occupies a humbler position in applied therapeutics than it deserves” and goes on to say that “there are so many quacks and charlatans who deceive and rob the public by promises to cure disease with one electrical device or another that the medical profession is disposed to look askance at all such claims.”
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edly less startling than “faradization” in their effects on the patient. The advertising stated that “a huge voltage of electricity is obtained and applied to the body or hair but without any shock whatever, and the only sensation being a pleasant warmth.”[100] Like the electric battery described in Dorcas, the violet ray came with a formidable set of attachments appropriate to the various orifices, and some of them combined vibratory capabilities and ozone generation with the allegedly therapeutic effects of violet light. One of these was made by Lindstrom, a vibrator manufacturer, and marketed in Popular Mechanics as an analgesic device, presumably to a mostly male readership.[101]

**MECHANICAL MASSAGERS AND VIBRATORS**

Soon after train travel became a standard feature of industrialized life in the nineteenth century, it became the focus of an intensification of whether it was good or bad for women, primarily because it subjected them to vibration.[102] As we have seen, many physicians of earlier centuries thought the vibration of horseback riding and carriages benefited hysteric Sydenham, and others prescribed rocking, riding, and even dancing in addition to massage or marriage.[103] Charles Meigs in 1854 recommended that women enhance their “pelvic determination” of blood by “galloping on horseback, which powerfully develops it.”[104] Krafft-Ebing and George Beard both reported that some of their male patients were aroused to orgasm by equitation, and historians John Haller and Robin Haller report that horseback riding was one of the nineteenth-century treatments for impotence.[105] The movement of a railroad car clearly provided a similar but perhaps more intense experience of the same kind.[106] Predictably, this enhanced intensity was applauded by some physicians and deplored by others as a kind of overdose of physical therapy, which was thought to produce arousal or orgasm in women travelers. Charles Malchow thoughtfully provided directions on the posture most conducive to achieving this effect in a work that by 1923 had gone through six editions and twenty-seven printings. After noting that riding in vibrating vehicles such as railway carriages “sometimes occasions excitement, especially when sitting so as to be leaning forward” and could produce sexual arousal in women, he warns that “riding a bicycle or run-
To a sewing machine tends, by the movements of the lower limbs and
the friction occasioned, to sometimes produce such a condition of the
genital organs as to lead to excitement and even orgasm.\textsuperscript{107}

He was not alone in expressing concern about the vibration and
thigh rubbing associated with the use of pedal-operated sewing ma-
chines.\textsuperscript{108} Later in the century, some physicians suspected that bicycles
overstimulated women in the same way.\textsuperscript{109} Haller and Haller tell us that
"a physician from Tennessee reported that one of his patients took up
the bicycle for the purpose of masturbation and admitted to him that
it was no uncommon thing...to experience a sexual orgasm three or
four times on a ride of one hour."\textsuperscript{110} Robert William Taylor, who wrote
A Practical Treatise on Sexual Disorders of the Male and Female at the turn of
the century, was convinced that horseback riding, sewing machines,
and bicycles all encouraged masturbation in women.\textsuperscript{111} We know little
about how and how often nineteenth-century women masturbated, but
there is more than ample documentary evidence that their male physi-
cians expended considerable mental energy on the subject.

Russell Thacher Trall, a hydropathic physician and a colleague of
John Harvey Kellogg, wrote in 1863 of the importance of physical ther-
apies in diseases of women, which he said were otherwise very difficult
to treat: "They are confessedly the \textit{approbrium medicum} of the Profes-
sion, although not less than three-quarters of the business of modern

physicians is in prescribing for them." For these ailments, Trall recom-
mends "walking, dancing, jumping the rope, horseback riding &c" as ac-
tive exercises, with "carriage-riding, rubbing and kneading the abdo-
nal muscles" as "examples of appropriate passive exercise."\textsuperscript{112}

Jean-Martin Charcot at the Salpêtrière, in the latter half of the nine-
teenth century, was one of the endorsers of rail travel for hypo-
neurasthenic disorders and is said to have sent some of his patients on
long trips over rough trackbeds for their health. He and his colleagues,
however, eventually hit on the idea of shaking their patients in place,
with various devices ranging from vibrating helmets to jolting chairs.\textsuperscript{113}
A number of variations on this theme were eventually devised, includ-
ing chairs on springs that the patient operated by pulling two side levers
(see fig. 17) and an electrical attachment for a rocking chair patented by
Charles E. Hartelius in 1893, in which the rocking motion sent an elec-
trical current through the patient.\textsuperscript{114} John Harvey Kellogg’s Good Health
catalog of therapeutic appliances in 1909 offered physicians a vibratory
chair, a vibrating bar, a trunk-shaking apparatus (like those used today
in weight-loss studios), apparatus for percussion and mechanical knead-
ing, and a very impressive electromechanical “centrifugal vibrator.”\textsuperscript{115}

Chairs and trunk shakers, however, were of little value when local
treatment was indicated. Joseph Morittiner Granville, father of the mod-
electromechanical vibrator, briefly summarizes the history of his in-
vention and includes an illustration of a spring-driven wind-up “percu-
teur” (fig. 18).\textsuperscript{116} A device called the “concussor,” available by 1869,
was operated by foot power. Friedrich Bilz describes a device with a fly-
wheel on a vertical stand, set in motion by a foot pedal (fig. 19). The
business end is attached to “a so-called flexible axle (spiral spring) which
can be easily twisted in all directions.” The vibratode “can easily be
taken off and replaced by one of a different shape; it is provided with a
ball joint just beyond the eccentric [sic] bend, on which variously shaped
end pieces or instruments made of gutta-percha or ebony are fitted.” Bilz
notes with approval that “up to 3000 vibrations in a minute can be pro-
duced by rapid movement of the treadle by means of this machine, but
an expert massee cannot exceed 350 in the same length of time.”\textsuperscript{117} The
foot-pedal device he describes was clearly the low-budget model, Bilz’s
own clinic had an electrically powered concussor. Mary Lydia H. A.
Snow illustrates a different model of foot-powered vibrator, the “Victor,”
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in her 1904 book on vibratory treatment. Vibrators operated only with human energy proved fairly persistent in the market. Versions of them were sold to consumers in the United States after 1900, and Schall and Son, medical instrument makers of London and Glasgow, were still offering human-powered vibrators to physicians in 1925.¹¹³ Snow also discusses and depicts water-powered and pneumatic vibrators, both of which were later to become consumer products.

The latter half of the nineteenth century was also, as we observed in chapter 1, the era of the steam-powered vibrator. The Swedish physical therapist Gustaf Zander's European equipment for therapeutic exercise was the model for most spa machinery between 1860 and 1890; George Taylor improved on Zander's ideas as well as those of other physical therapy equipment inventors by attaching his "Medical Rubbing Apparatus" to a stationary steam engine.¹¹⁹ Taylor received patents in 1869, 1872, 1876, and 1882 for various kinds of massage machinery.¹²⁰ He especially recommended his devices for "pelvic hyperaemia" in women, noting that its "vibration may be compared to the blows of an infinitesimal hammer, under continuous and very rapid action."¹²¹ Of the hyperaemia, he observed in his 1883 Health for Women that "rapid vibratory motion applied to the affected part and to the surrounding region, produces absorption and the reduction of enlargement in a remarkable and . . . satisfactory degree."¹²²

**Instrumental Prestige in the Vibratory Operating Room**

Alphonso Rockwell reports that electromechanical vibrators were first used in medicine in 1878, at that nineteenth-century Mecca of physical therapies, the Salpêtrière in Paris. Significantly, their first use was on hysterical women.¹³¹ Some controversy must have been associated with this practice, since the English physician and inventor Joseph Mortimer Granville, in his 1883 book on vibratory therapy, seems somewhat defensive about the issue:

I should here explain that, with a view to eliminate possible sources of error in the study of these phenomena, I have never yet percussed a female
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Physicians were advised to purchase professional-looking equipment, which could not be confused with consumer models. As Wallis observed in 1906 of the large number of vibrators available to physicians and the public: “The idea has been so vulgarized that the department stores and sporting goods houses are advertising ‘Health’ vibrators for home use.” Wallis has nothing but scorn for these devices; professional machines with sophisticated vibrators such as the fluid cushion applicators of the “Physician’s Vibratorian” were recommended (fig. 21).129 Alfred Covey, author of Profitable Office Specialties, advised doctors in 1912 to invest in a good vibrator; prices ranged from $15 to $75.130 In 1914 Wappler Electric offered an office model for $35 and a portable vibrator for $45; Manhattan Electrical Supply had a less costly line ranging from $25 to $40 at about the same time.131 The elegant 125-pound Chattanooga Vibrator illustrated in figure 4 (chapter 1) sold for $200 in 1904 and was positioned, in modern marketing parlance, as a professional medical instrument, not a “massage machine.” The company was careful to reassure prospective customers that “it is sold only to Physicians, and constructed for the express purpose of exciting the various organs of the body into activity through their central nerve supply.”132 Catalog illustrations show treatment of both sexes, including treatment of males through the rectum (fig. 22). The company assured prospective purchasers that “this instrument will be found to be an invaluable aid to the physician in the treatment of all nervous diseases and female troubles,” later adding that “in cases where the patient is a woman and the nervousness is caused by either the ovaries or uterus, particular attention should be given to the lower part of the spine and also to the affected organs themselves.”133

Franklin Gottschalk advised his fellow physicians in 1903 that the equipment should be carefully selected and maintained. He recommended that doctors acquire “at least two adjustable vibrators,” one for slow massages of “fifty to one hundred fifty periods per minute, giving muscles time to rest between each alternate contraction,” and another “for sedation, with a rapid vibration, adjustable for seven to nine thousand periods per minute.” Gottschalk thought his techniques especially useful in menopause.134

In 1917 Anthony Matijaca commended vibrators to the readers of his Principles of Electro-medicine, Electro-surgery and Radiology as the
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only instrument of "mechano-therapy... which accomplishes something which cannot be accomplished by any other means." Apparently losing control of his spelling as he warmed to his subject, he enthused, "No human hand is capable of communicating [sic] to the tissues such rapid, steady and prolonged vibrations, and certain kneading and percussion movements, as the vibrator."\textsuperscript{135}

The vibrator did not lack for theoreticians at the turn of the century. The most eloquent was Samuel Spencer Wallian, who wrote a series of articles for the Medical Brief in 1905, titled "The Undulatory Theory in Therapeutics." In the first paper he informs readers that all life is based on vibration, a principle that was to be echoed in popular advertising for home vibrators. The "variation in vibratory velocity," as he expressed it, produced various results in the great scheme of things: "A certain rate begets a nervis, another and higher rate produces a siph, a vertebrate, a vestryman" (emphasis in the original).\textsuperscript{136}

His second paper concentrates on more practical issues, particularly the usefulness of vibrators in increasing the blood supply of the areas they were applied to. He argues that manual massage will do the same but "requires the expenditure of much time and strength on the part of the operator, and has practically no influence over deep-seated nerve or trophic centers."\textsuperscript{137} Some of the more metaphysical components of Wallian's comments apparently resonated (as it were) with other philosoph-
As a necessary result of this state of matters, it must be possible to act on
the nervous system by purely mechanical agents and influences, with the
effect of interrupting, modifying, or altogether arresting organic vibrations,
whether in afferent sensory or efferent motor nerves. These effects are capa-
bile of demonstration, producing changes in the rate and rhythm of nerve
vibration precisely correspondent with those which would be effected in
the vibration of unorganized substances by the operation of the same or
similar agents working in like processes.

Despite his disclaimer about percussing women, Mortimer Granville
tells us that this theoretical understanding was arrived at “in connection
with the paroxysmal, or recurrent, pains accompanying the uterine con-
tractions in the natural process of parturition.”

Physicians clearly had an interest in maintaining their professional
dignity, even as they sought methods of treating such “elusive” disorders
as hysteria with therapies that would attract repeat business to their
examining rooms. In some locations they faced competition with beauty
parlors, which began using vibrators early in the twentieth century, “be-
cause the sensations from their use are pleasing and the results instanta-

Fig. 22. The Chattanooga Vibrator in use on a male patient, about 1904.
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neous.” Doctors were quite reasonably concerned, as a 1909 medical catalog expressed it, that “most of the vibrators sold by dealers and hawked about the country are mere trinkets which accomplish little more than titillation of the tissues.” Trillation of the tissues, however, had an attraction for some patients that there was no compelling reason to resist.

**Consumer Purchase of Vibrators After 1900**

A number of incentives made it more appealing for consumers to purchase vibrators for self-treatment at home than to visit a doctor’s office regularly. The most obvious was cost: even a very good vibrator cost no more than five or five office visits, and it was available at all times, with no additional expenditure other than for electrical power. Consumers could use the device in privacy as often as they desired, and control it themselves, and the daring, knowledgeable, or shameless could involve their lovers or husbands. Water-powered vibrators, briefly popular in the first decades of this century, would have been poorly adapted to this purpose, but electromechanical devices, especially those with batteries, could be used anywhere. Increasing availability of home electricity must also have contributed to the popularity of the electromechanical vibrator.

The electrification of the home proceeded rapidly after the introduction of electric lights in 1879, and predictably, women were significant consumers of electrical appliances. The first home appliance to be electrified was the sewing machine in 1889, followed in the next ten years by the fan, the teakettle, the toaster, and the vibrator. The last preceded the electric vacuum cleaner by some nine years, the electric iron by ten, and the electric frying pan by more than a decade, possibly reflecting consumer priorities. The earliest advertisement for a home vibrator I know of is for the “Vibratile,” which appeared in McClure’s in March 1899, offered as a cure for “Neuralgia, Headache, Wrinkles.”

Much less sophisticated than medical models offered at the same period, the Vibratile had only one vibratode, a coil of wire.

Massage had been a subject of public interest since the days of Mes-
the December 1906 issue of Modern Women the Warner Motor Company advertised a “Hydro-massage” machine operated from a kitchen or bathroom tap (fig. 23). Amid ads for Palmolive soap, Ondoros, cold cream, and lace, the May 1909 issue of Woman’s Home Companion had a small display advertisement for the Corbin Vactro-masseur, reportedly “Sold by Druggists and Department Stores,” which apparently worked on hydraulic power as well. The Blackstone Manufacturing Company offered a similar device ten years later; their ad in the April 1916 issue of Hearst’s is aimed at attracting sales agents who want to “Get started in an honest, clean, reliable, money-making business.” Entrepreneurs who read Hearst’s were evidently more economically upscale than subscribers to Modern Women and Woman’s Home Companion; the other advertisements on the same page are for typewriters, law textbooks, a work on “The Power of Will,” corn pads, and manufactured homes. The Bohemian of December 1909 advertised an electric massage roller resembling the “electro-spatter” sold earlier as a medical instrument.

The most numerous advertisements for vibrators in the first three decades of this century, however, were for electromechanical vibrators of the type that are still manufactured and sold for home massage. Popular magazines of the period accepted advertising for them but rarely mentioned them in editorial matter. Two exceptions are a one-liner in the June 1908 Review of Reviews, which cautions readers against “imprudence” and “excess in action” when using vibrators, and Mildred Maddocks’s article about electricity in the July 1916 Good Housekeeping, in which her evaluation of vibrators is limited to the observation that they are “soothing to the skin.”

These soothing effects figured prominently in the advertising copy for vibrators and in the instruction manuals that accompanied them. The American Vibrator Company of St. Louis, Missouri, which advertised in Woman’s Home Companion in 1906, stressed the superiority of its device over the unaided human hand:

Why has electrical massage taken the place of the manual, or Swedish method? Simply because it can be applied more rapidly, uniformly and deeply than by hand, and for as long a period as may be desired. The professional masseur can not only not reach as deeply as can mechanical vibration, but is manifestly unable to prolong his treatment for a sufficient length of time to accomplish the results attained by modern vibratory machinery, which never tires. The number and strength of the movements that can be applied by hand are extremely limited; the perfectly adjusted American Vibrator runs indefinitely and is susceptible of a variety and rapidity of movements utterly impossible of human attainment. (Emphasis in the original)

Women were advised that the “American Vibrator may be attached to any electric light socket, can be used by yourself in the privacy of dressing room or boudoir, and furnishes every woman with the very essence of perpetual youth.” The Swedish Vibrator Company of Chicago sought sales agents for its product in the pages of Modern Priscilla of April 1913, extolling the device as “a machine that gives 50,000 thrilling, invigorating, penetrating, revitalizing vibrations per minute.” A brief demonstration would be sure to win customers’ approval, since they would have an “irresistible desire to own it” after experiencing “the living, pulsing touch of its rhythmic vibratory motion.” On the same page is an advertisement for Professor Burn’s “Auto-Masseur . . . Both sexes,” which was apparently a kind of corset. The Monarch Vibrator Company had a
small display ad in the February 1916 issue of \textit{Hearst's Magazine}, showing a young woman pressing the cup vibratore to her right temple and claiming that their instrument would "bring social and business success . . . If your circulation is poor, its smooth, passive exercise sends the blood coursing through veins and tissues. Wrinkles disappear, hollows fill up, weariness ceases, and you learn the real joy of living."\textsuperscript{154} In a contiguous advertisement, William Lee Howard's book \textit{Sex Problems in Worry and Work} promises to answer questions such as, "Is Chastity Consistent with Health?" and to elucidate "The Sexual Problem of the Neuroasthenic."\textsuperscript{155} General Electric featured a vibrator in a full-page advertisement for "The Home Electrical" between 1915 and 1917.\textsuperscript{156}

Mail order was a standard method of marketing vibrators between 1900 and 1920. The J. J. Duck Company of Toledo, Ohio, for example, offered a vibrator in its 1912 catalog \textit{Anything Electrical} for $17.50, about $10 less than it charged for a five-car electric train.\textsuperscript{157} Sears, Roebuck and Company published an \textit{Electrical Goods} catalog in 1918 that emphasized the modernity and efficiency of electrical appliances for the home. Among these were coffee urns, toasters, irons, heaters, hair dryers, and other such devices, as well as home electromedical apparatus. Sears offered three kinds of home medical batteries at prices ranging from $4.05 to $11.95, three violet ray devices, and six models of vibrator, plus the vibratory attachment for a home motor described in chapter 1 (fig. 24). Vibrators ranged in price from a low of $5.05 to a deluxe "professional" model with numerous applicators and vibracodes at $28.75.\textsuperscript{158} In the twenties and early thirties, some brands of vibrator, such as the Star, were available at retail; print advertising advised male readers to purchase the devices as gifts for women. In 1922 two models of Star vibrators, "Such Delightful Companions!" were available, a deluxe model at $12.50 and a portable that retailed for $5, with "six feet of cord. Comes in good-looking black box. Perfect for week-end trips."\textsuperscript{159} Violet ray devices and apparatus combining violet rays with electromechanical vibration were available in 1932 in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. According to their endorsers, "either Pulsation Massage or Suction Massage may be enjoyed," noting that the glass and rubber applicators may be used "with every comfort and safety on the delicate parts of the face and body."\textsuperscript{160}

By far the most widely advertised home vibrator of the early twen-
treatments in a doctor's office and the privacy of self-treatment at home. The brand, White Cross, was drawn from the name of an Episcopal sexual purity organization that flourished in Britain in the late 1880s. The society was introduced to America by Frances Willard of the Women's Christian Temperance Union; its name on the Lindstrom Smith vibrator must have been intended to suggest virtue and chastity. Advertisements in Needlecraft, Home Needlework Magazine, American Magazine, Modem Priscilla, the National Home Journal, and Hearst's between 1908 and 1916 told women:

You can relieve pain, stiffness and weakness, and you can make the body plump and build it up with thrilling, refreshing vibration and electricity. Just a few minutes' use of the wonderful vibrator and the red blood tingles through your veins and arteries and you feel vigorous, strong and well. With our Electric Vibrator and special attachments you can convert any chair into a perfect vibrating chair without extra cost, getting the genuine Swedish Movement and wonderfully refreshing effects, the same treatment for which you would have to pay at least $2.00 each in a physician's office.

Sharing a page with the White Cross in the National Home Journal is an advertisement for Wade's Golden Nervine for "Weak Men." In the December 1910 Modem Priscilla, a woman is shown vibrating her coccyx and a man his stomach; the copy claims that their product eliminates the causes of disease by sending "the rich, red blood leaping and coursing through your veins and arteries," which in turn "makes you fairly tingling with the joy of living." A somewhat alarming testimonial claims that the White Cross "Cured Constipation of Three Years' Standing." The American Magazine of January 1913 had an advertisement for the White Cross showing a young woman in suggestive dishabille, applying the ball vibrator to the upper surface of her right breast. Enthusiastic boldface and italics punctuate the text:

Rests, strengthens, renews, repairs. Every vital organ is crowned full of vitality. The clogging waste is swept away by the couring blood which the marvelous force sets leaping through every vein and artery with the vital strength of perfect health. You sleep as restfully as you used to. You awaken, refreshed mentally—physically—strong in mind and body and glad to be alive.
A later advertisement in the same magazine included the orgasmic phraseology quoted in chapter 1:

Vibration is life. It will chase away the years like magic. Every nerve, every fibre of your whole body will tingle with force of your own awakened powers. All the keen relish, the pleasures of youth, will throng within you. Rich, red blood will be sent coursing through your veins and you will realize thoroughly the joy of living. Your self-respect, even, will be increased a hundredfold.  

The December 1928 advertising section of Popular Mechanics included a half-page ad for Lindstrom and Company’s “Elco Electric Health Generator,” a vibrator with vacuum and ozone capacity apparently marketed to families rather than explicitly to women as in the earlier advertisements. Vibrator advertising then disappeared from home magazines until the modern vibrator resurfaced in the 1960s as a frankly sexual toy.

In the 1950s, massager (but not vibrator) advertisements did appear in some downmarket magazines for women, such as Workbasket, an inexpensive needlework periodical printed on pulp paper from 1930 through the mid-1960s. Called “Spot Reducers,” “Glorifier Massagers” (“Take Off Ugly Fat”), or “Massage Pillows,” these devices had flat working surfaces and no attachments or vibrators, although one, the Viber-8, could be fastened under the chin. Many of the advertisements, however, conspicuously feature applications to the abdomen.

Roger Blake, admittedly not the most reliable of historians, calls vibrators the “oldest sex gadget of the twentieth century” and mentions the appearance of the vibrator in erotic films in the 1920s. He describes a movie called “Widow’s Delight” in which “a finely dressed matron” rejects a kiss at the door from her well-dressed male escort; “then dashes into her bedroom and within seconds is stripped to her open girdle and stockings. She produces one of the first vibrator models on the market, with the motor largely exposed, and applies it liberally to her privates.”

It seems likely that this kind of exposure helped to drive the vibrator from the medical and respectable home markets, since it made social camouflage very difficult to maintain.

Other factors must have contributed as well, such as the growing understanding by both men and women of female sexual function, making it difficult to disguise the use of vibrators by either physicians or consumers as a mere therapeutic measure. Decades later, when the vibrator reemerged in advertising from its midcentury eclipse, few efforts were made to camouflage its sexual benefits.

Vibrators may not have been advertised in respectable publications, at least in the United States between about 1930 and the 1970s, but they must have been available. Albert Ellis does not seem to think, in 1963, that his readers will require any explanation of the assertion that one of the many techniques of arousing women to orgasm is “massage of their external genitalia with electric vibrators.” Paul Tabori, as well, expects in 1969 that Americans will be familiar with the use of both vibrators and massagers as “marital aids.” The chief difficulties of the device in the latter half of the twentieth century seem to have been male dismay at its efficacy compared with their own efforts and female ambivalence about the possibility of “addiction” to the multiple orgasms the device so effortlessly produced. Helen Singer Kaplan wrote in 1974, “The vibrator provides the strongest, most intense stimulation known. Indeed, it has been said that the electric vibrator represents the only significant advance in sexual technique since the days of Pompeii.” Even sex therapists, who conceded that the vibrator was an effective treatment for some kinds of sexual “dysfunction,” were slow to endorse it for “normal” heterosexual relations.

Edward Dengrove, who had great hopes in 1971 for the vibrator as a sex aid, observed that some women did not want to use vibrators because they believed that only vaginal orgasms were desirable, and that “men are likely to reject its use because it makes them out to be incapable of producing orgasm in the female on their own; emasculating them, so to speak.”

Some feminists have expressed highly ambivalent opinions of the vibrator. In Susan斯特拉的1982 history of housework, Never Done, the author and one of her sources revile the invention, along with other modern expressions of female sexuality, in almost puritanical terms:

Sexual massage parlors and public pornography appeal primarily to men; despite Playboy and bars with male go-go dancers, most women prefer to keep sex private, and many have bought themselves machines for sex partners. The vibrator—a one-time purchase that requires even less conversa-
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tion than a prostitute—has left the sex shops and now appears in department and variety stores, manufactured by the same respectable corporations that market electric razors and hair dryers, with names like Feelin' Good and Body Language, and instruction booklets that refer to a "soft touch body massager for... tender areas." Sex researchers and therapists agree that the vibrator's intense stimulation produces orgasms fast and consistently; many recommend them to patients, sometimes with warnings about the possibility of dependence on the gadget. The housewares industry's entry to the market takes the device beyond therapy; as one writer points out, it "poses new questions: has achieving orgasm become just another way of releasing the tensions of day-to-day living? Has the vibrator, once considered a therapeutic device, become a sort of microwave oven of the bedroom—a fast, efficient means of getting sexual pleasure? Is the most efficient orgasm the best orgasm? Is the bedroom really the place for a timesaving device? If so, what are we saving all this time for?"

Both Strasser and the author she quotes seem unaware that the "respectable" housewares industry has been involved in the production and sale of vibrators for nearly a century, and they fail to note that women have traditionally lacked the methods of "releasing the tensions of day-to-day living" available to men.

But a persistent theme in the background of these concerns about the vibrator is the classic male fear of sexual inadequacy, to which the new technology adds a threat once associated only with industrial artisans: technological obsolescence.
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Orgasmic Treatment in the Practice of Western Medicine

The history of physical therapies for hystero-neuro-athectic disorders as I have discussed it here tells us several things about Western physicians. Some we already knew. For example, that normal conditions can be medicalized, especially in women, has been widely observed concerning masturbation, pregnancy, and menstruation. That doctors both create and become invested in dominant social and medical paradigms is also well known; Haller, Foucault, and Gay have all directed our attention to physicians' roles as arbiters and recorders of sexual behavior. That disease paradigms go in and out of fashion has been widely noted, by Brumberg, Shorter, Figlio, Hudson, and many others. I have already mentioned some of the feminist sources on hysteria, which highlight its character as a feminine pathology even in men.

Mirko Grmek and others have pointed out that history's physicians have had to deal with a bewildering universe. They have been frustrated by the organic complexity of the living body and its opacity to scientific
observation, hampered by inadequate instrumentation and testing techniques. Added to the awe-inspiring biochemical and physiological mysteries of the human organism have been mental processes and behaviors, which often defy efforts to arrange them neatly within the framework of scientific theory. We should hardly be surprised that sexuality, existing at the intersection of the mind and the body and bearing heavy, sometimes impenetrable overlays of social construction, should have been subject to successive waves of medical interpretation.

What is impressive, however, is that the androcentric paradigm of sexuality—that sex consists of penetration (usually of the vagina) to male orgasm—is a fixed point in the otherwise shifting sands of Western medical opinion. By 1930 Freud’s notion that women had two types of orgasms, clitoral and vaginal, of which only the latter was mature and healthy, had become the dominant paradigm of normative female sexuality. It was to persist well into the 1970s. Galenism and Freudianism had few points of agreement, but they concurred that orgasm for both partners during heterossexual coitus was the healthiest form of sexual expression. Clearly the cultural emphasis on intercourse is so deeply entrenched that physicians simply do not perceive it in themselves and their patients. And what they do not notice, they cannot question. Certainly there is an understandably pro-natal bias in Western medical practice, beginning with Hippocrates, but there is more to it than that. There is a systematic effort to subsume the knowledge that the clitoris, not the vagina, is the seat of greatest sexual feeling in most women into the androcentric model and to avoid one-to-one heterosexual confrontation over orgasmic mutuality by shifting the dispute onto medical ground.

When physicians from John Pechey to David Reuben have instructed men to stimulate the clitoris, this advice has been given mainly in the context of a Prelude or adjunct to coitus. There typically is great concern that the male partner not be significantly inconvenienced. To take a modern example, Alexander Lowen, writing of his medical experiences with female sexuality in 1965, did not like to recommend clitoral stimulation to his patients because “most men . . . feel that the need to bring a woman to climax through clitoral stimulation is a burden.” If coitus is delayed while the man brings the woman to orgasm in this way, “it imposes a restraint upon his natural desire for closeness and intimacy,” possibly resulting in a loss of his erection, and “the subsequent act of coitus is deprived of its mutual quality.” During coitus, he may employ clitoral stimulation to “help the woman to reach a climax, but it distracts the man from the perception of his genital sensations and greatly interferes with the pelvic movements upon which his own feeling of satisfaction depends.” Bringing his partner to orgasm after his own climax will not do either, “since it prevents him from enjoying the relaxation and peace that are the rewards of sexuality. Most men to whom I have spoken who engaged in this practice resented it.”

Lowen shows here what Sophie Lazarfeld calls “the cloven hoof of the true masculine view.” In this text it is quite clear that women who need clitoral stimulation to reach orgasm are thought to be making unfair and unreasonable demands on their male partners, and that life would be simpler for all concerned if they would simply adjust to the androcentric model and have their orgasms vaginally. Lowen wrote at a time when it was no longer possible to simply hand off the job of producing orgasm to a physician or midwife. When the one-to-one confrontation cannot be avoided, Lowen expects the woman to yield.

This raises another question about orgasmic treatment as a medical procedure: its parallels with prostitution. There have been many arguments, historical and modern, regarding whether it should be legal for women and men to sell the service of producing orgasm. Some feminists in this and previous centuries have argued that there cannot be prostitution without systematic degradation of its practitioners. In the case of Western physicians, the legal question apparently never arose, although, as we have seen, there was some controversy within the profession as to the propriety of vulvar massage. Physicians, unlike prostitutes, did not lose status by providing sexual services, in part because the character of these services was camouflaged both by the disease paradigms constructed around female sexuality and by the comforting belief that only penetration was sexually stimulating to women. Thus the speculum and the tampon were originally more controversial in medical circles than was the vibrator. The aura of respectability that physicians cast over their provision of sexual services suggests that the task of producing orgasm is not in itself demeaning; performing it did not cause loss of caste for its elite practitioners, who were capable of disguising its earthy character.

As I observed earlier, there is no evidence that physicians as a class enjoyed performing these services for their patients, apart from the not
unrelated satisfactions of providing needed therapy and collecting their fees. Some, perhaps, may have taken more intimate liberties, but we have no evidence that such behaviors were widespread. On the contrary, when technology or midwife assistants could get the job done, doctors seem to have been more than willing to lighten the burden of massage therapies. Physicians seem to have been no more eager to take on the task of producing orgasm in women than were the sexual partners who sent them for therapy, but the doctors were paid for their services. Moreover, since physicians for the most part seem to have regarded these therapies simply as routine clinical tasks, the necessity for such stimulation did not interfere with their own sexual enjoyment, as it reportedly did with male sexual partners.

Doctors who employed physical therapies for hysteria and related female disorders wanted the means of providing them to be routine, convenient, and affordable. Since physicians at all times and places have had to acquire a large number of very diverse skills, any area of practice that could be partially deskillled by instruments represented an advance in efficiency not only of practice but also of education. As Nathaniel Highmore tells us, vulvar massage was difficult to learn, an obstacle removed by the invention of the vibrator in the nineteenth century. Hysterical patients must have been a good source of cash flow, since they were in no mortal danger from their illness and required regular treatment.

Finally, it must be conceded that the therapy is by no means inappropriate to many of the manifestations of what was known until 1952 as a disease: orgasm usually does relieve such symptoms as pelvic hyperemia, sleeplessness, anxiety, headaches, and nervousness. At the very worst, the physicians in question have been true to the Hippocratic injunction to do no harm.

THE ANDROCENTRIC MODEL IN HETEROSEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS

We have seen that the hysteroneuasthenic disorders have been the focus of an elaborate network of controversies over the past two and a half millennia. Since 1952 their definition has been so substantially altered as to rule out many of the clinical descriptions of history. This, of course, is not unusual in medicine: physicians no longer diagnose their patients as phlebothic or choleric, and “died of a fever” would be considered unacceptably imprecise on a modern death certificate. Historically, there has been controversy over whether hysteria was necessarily a female disease, but it was clear when Charles Mills wrote of it in 1886 that only a minority of physicians believed men could have the disorder and that even they were convinced that only a very few hystersics were male. Most of the debates among clinicians have been over proper methods of treatment, including the production of orgasm. If marriage and intercourse failed to cure hysterical women, some doctors, at least, were convinced that responsibility for producing the necessary therapeutic effect rested with them. It is interesting that though marriage and intercourse were sometimes recommended for hysterical males, I have found no accounts of therapeutic massage of the male genitalia by physicians.

Many questions can and should be raised about the persistence of Western belief that women ought to reach orgasm during heterosexual coitus. Certainly, its importance to impregnation must have contributed to our doggedly maintaining it in the face of abundant individual and societal evidence that penetration unaccompanied by direct stimulation of the clitoris is an inefficient and, more often than not, ineffective way to produce orgasm in women. It is hardly worth belaboring the point that most men enjoy coitus and that men have been the dominant sex through most of Western history. Yet the fact remains of our normative preference for coitus, in which the constant from Hippocrates to Freud-despite breathtaking changes in nearly every other area of medical thought—is that women who do not reach orgasm by means of penetration alone are sick or defective. The penetration myth is not a conspiracy perpetuated by men; women too want to believe in the ideal of universal orgasmic mutuality in coitus. Even the sexual radical Wilhelm Reich could not see beyond this time-honored norm. The feminist questioning of androcentric sexuality over the past three decades is recent and, one might say, long overdue.
sion through hierarchies of sexual activity, from the now acceptable normal ‘foreplay’ to ‘real sex.’ Heterosexual sex, then, requires genital contact, male erection, and penetration.”

Vance goes on to describe one of the presentations, in which a psychiatrist recounted work with couples who reported “the female’s inability to experience orgasm during vaginal penetration, although many of these women were orgasmic during masturbation or other forms of clitoral stimulation.” When asked whether this state of affairs should, in fact, be considered a dysfunction requiring treatment, the psychiatrist replied that it should, whereas the opposite condition, ability to reach orgasm through penetration but not through masturbation, did not require therapeutic intervention.8

The personal and social cost to individual men and women of defying or questioning the androcentric model remains high enough to deter rebellion. Even historians, who are notoriously gimlet-eyed about cultural myths, have been reluctant to challenge the hypothesis that penetration of the vagina to male orgasm is the only kind of sex that matters and the only kind that can and should result in sexual bliss for women. Seymour Fisher observed in 1973 that “it is particularly remarkable how widespread has been the acceptance of assumptions about the ‘more mature’ nature of vaginal arousal in the absence of any empirical evidence to support them” and went on to say that 64 percent of his sample of women respondents preferred clitoral to vaginal stimulation.9 The lack of correspondence between the observed data and the androcentric model, and the reasons the model persisted even among professionals, was analyzed by Jeanne Warner in 1984, in a discussion about the advantages of “emotional,” rather than physical, orgasm for women. She argues for “a male bias for phallic stimulation” even though “the literature conveys a strong impression that the penis is not the most effective means of producing a maximal level of arousal and response for a woman.” Arguments that “emotional orgasm” is superior to the physical kind “seem to suggest that wherever provides the greatest satisfaction for the male should also provide the greatest pleasure for the female.”10

What is surprising about the androcentric hypothesis is not that it exists, which, as we have seen, is readily explained, but that we have been willing to sacrifice so much to it. Female orgasm is not necessary to conception, so it can take place (or not) outside the context of inter-course without interfering either with male enjoyment of sex or with conception. The central position in history occupied by these two concerns to a large extent explains the omissions, silences, and learned misunderstandings about female sexuality. As long as female orgasm could be medicalized, it did not have to be discussed, which would have called uncomfortable attention to its apparent conflict with the norm of coitus. Cultures such as existed in some parts of Asia, in which female orgasm was more smoothly integrated with patriarchy, at least encouraged married couples to explore methods and positions conducive to women’s pleasure.

In our own culture there have been, and remain, powerful means of negatively reinforcing women’s demands for orgasmic mutuality. A woman’s admitting that coitus does not by itself ring her chimes is in some quarters still a confession of defect. In addition, Western men are expected to be born knowing how to satisfy women in much the same way as women are assumed to be born knowing how to cook. Men have in the past even been held responsible for women’s sexuality; Frank Caprio told young husbands in 1954 that “the sexual awakening of the wife [was their] responsibility.”11 In light of these impossible standards, men have not traditionally been interested in truthful (and perhaps unflattering) answers to their questions about female satisfaction; even where such answers have been provided, a man has had the option of blaming the woman for her (and thus his) failure.12 Medical advice writers like Caprio have traditionally provided such encouragement as the assertion that women’s “fixation of the sexual instinct” on the clitoris is the result of “excessive manipulation.” Most of the rest of Caprio’s book is about the problem of female ‘frigidity’ caused by such pathological “fixations.”13 Few women are prepared to expose their intimate behavior to this kind of socially supported criticism. For most women struggling with more pressing problems of economic survival and family harmony, the cost of fighting the androcentric norm would almost certainly have seemed greater than the very slender possibility of ultimate reward.14

In 1848 the French author Auguste Debay wrote that women should fake orgasm because “man likes to have his happiness shared.”15 He was neither the first nor the last to take this position. Celia Roberts and her coauthors, studying the faking of orgasm in a sample of college women, found that “in almost every woman’s interview these practices were
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mentioned as something they did, at least some of the time.” Male interviewees were nearly all certain that no woman had ever faked orgasm with them, an observation about which the authors remark, “Clearly, the refined performances which women are giving are extremely convincing.” Female subjects explained their behavior by referring to a greater interest in preserving the stability of their relationships than in reaching orgasm on every occasion of intercourse.\textsuperscript{16}

Despite the systematic perpetuation of ignorance and misunderstanding—by women as well as men—most heterosexual men have looked to the female orgasm to reinforce their self-respect as sexual beings. Michael Segell says that “according to one study, one of the four utilitarian aspects of the female orgasm is the boost it gives men’s egos.”\textsuperscript{17} A thirty-three-year-old male interviewed by Glamour advised his fellows, “When you find a woman who can come to orgasm through penetration and not just clitoral stimulation, keep her. She’s a rare and wondrous thing.”\textsuperscript{18} Clearly, for this man no other female characteristics matter. Inevitably, such pressures could push women in only one direction: toward pretending to reach orgasm when it did not occur.\textsuperscript{19} The readers of Mademoiselle reported in the early 1960s that 69 percent of them had faked orgasm at least once.\textsuperscript{20} Carol Tavris and Susan Sadd, reporting the results of a survey in 1977, include two quotations from their respondents:

I have conducted my own little survey and I do not have one friend or acquaintance who has ever had a “real” orgasm through intercourse—only through clitoral stimulation. However, try convincing a man you don’t have orgasms his way. He won’t believe you. But challenging him that way can get quite interesting! I have never had an orgasm during sexual intercourse. To have an orgasm, I must have cunnilingus or manual clitoral stimulation. I know of women today who are faking orgasm during intercourse because they are too embarrassed to tell their husbands or lovers that no matter how long they keep their erection, they just can’t make her have orgasm.\textsuperscript{21}

Robert Francoeur says of orgasmic pressures on women in heterosexual relationships that “women are much more likely to pretend to have had an orgasm when they haven’t” and points out that such pretense often results in “real problems of resentment and even anger with the partner.”\textsuperscript{22}

Not all women agree. Stephanie Alexander, writing in Cosmopolitan in 1995, asserts that faking orgasm is “just a matter of expediency, not to mention common courtesy.” Regarding the cost of trying to explain why one has not reached orgasm, she asks, “When you have to get up for work the next morning, who has two spare hours to make him feel better about not making you feel great?”\textsuperscript{23} In effect, these accounts suggest that half of the heterosexual couple is expected to sacrifice orgasmic mutuality in order to avoid the inevitable stresses on the relationship caused by rocking the androcentric boat. As a culture, we must value the androcentric norm very highly even to suggest that maintaining it is worth such a price.

In the second half of this century, the work of Masters and Johnson and their followers has made yet another sacrifice to the androcentric model of sexuality: the objectivity of scientific thinking. When these researchers chose their sample, they selected only women who regularly reached orgasm in coitus—an error, it is worth noting, not made by their predecessor Alfred Kinsey. That these women were a minority was already known at the time Masters and Johnson made their study, but it had apparently been decided that these outliers represented normality. It is generally held to be a principle of the scientific use of statistics that the experience of the majority represents the norm; that is, the normal range is the part of the curve directly under the bell on a line graph. Were it not for the very strong and apparently widespread bias in the direction of the androcentric norm, Masters and Johnson would have been the laughingstock of the medical community. This did not occur. Not until Shere Hite attacked the Masters and Johnson results in 1976 did questions begin to be raised about their methods of selection and interpretation. Errors of this kind not only have prevented us from understanding female orgasm as a physiological phenomenon but have diverted us from fully recognizing how individual and idiosyncratic sexual pleasure is for both sexes.

The reactions (and overreactions) to Hite’s own study also reveal much about how vigorously we have been willing to defend the androcentric model. Her work was severely criticized on the grounds that participants were self-selected, a problem that had arisen not only with the Kinsey and the Masters and Johnson samples but with nearly every other survey of sexual practices in this country in the past hundred years. As a
purely practical matter, people cannot be compelled to respond honestly to questions about intimate behavior; researchers have no choice but to rely on data whose representativeness is and must remain in doubt. In Hite’s case, however, there were far more attempts to make this difficulty a fatal flaw than were made concerning her predecessors’ work. Excuses of the most flimsy and embarrassingly male-centered kind were offered for rejecting Hite’s hypothesis outright. In 1986, for example, the Hite reports were the subject of a session on the history of sexuality by the Organization of American Historians. One of the male participants criticized Hite’s attention to the issue of orgasm in heterosexual relationships as “somewhat mechanistic.” This is a very glib criticism from the side of such relationships that is having most of the orgasms.

THE VIBRATOR AS TECHNOLOGY AND TOTEM

As we have seen, the medicalizing of female orgasm in Western culture has been one means of protecting our comfortable illusions about coitus. The vibrator and its predecessor technologies—particularly manual and hydraulic massage—made it easy for physicians to provide the relief that was not otherwise accessible to many women. The vibrator was convenient, portable, and fast and thus enjoyed a considerable, if brief, popularity as a medical instrument before its discovery by consumers and by the makers of erotic films. The ultimate difficulty of the vibrator, from the point of view of the medical profession, was that it was so convenient and easy to use that it rendered unnecessary any medical intervention in the process of producing female orgasm. Hydraulic equipment and expensive office vibrators like the Chattanooga at least kept massage innovation in the hands of medical professionals; once the vibrator became a relatively lightweight and inexpensive device that could be operated by water or electricity in the home, it became a “personal care appliance” and not a medical instrument.

In the second half of this century the vibrator has become an overtly sexual device. Interestingly, when such devices appear in erotic films, it is rarely the true vibrator that is portrayed; what is seen is the reassuringly phallic-shaped vibrating dildo, with its suggestion that the machine is really only a substitute for a penis. Edward Kelly, writing of

FIG. 26. Cartoon representing the dilemma of orgasmic mutuality in heterosexual relationships. The caption reads, “Wake up—honey... I think we need to have a talk.” By Elizabeth W. Stanley and J. Blumner for the Maine Line Company, ca. 1936.
vibrating dildos in 1974, asserts hopefully that “without doubt, except in cases of lesbianism, the haunting vision of some imagined male broods over each use of any dildo.” For most women, however, these underpowered battery-operated toys are more visually than physiologically stimulating; it is the AC-powered vibrator with at least one working surface at a right angle to the handle that is best designed for application to the clitoral area.

Beyond the functional role of the vibrator for women consumers and their sexual partners, the device has taken on a totemic quality in American culture. Some male authors have pointed out that the vibrator makes an excellent addition to a couple’s armamentarium of sex toys because it produces orgasm in women (and some men) with very little effort or skill. It has also become a favorite of sex therapists for the same reason—even women with very high orgasmic thresholds will usually respond eventually to vibratory massage. Those with lower thresholds can use the machine to explore their full orgasmic potential with very little fatigue. These two aspects of the vibrator have almost inevitably made it a focus of the kind of male fears played on by such jokes as, “When did God make men? When she realized that vibrators couldn’t dance.”

Since the Industrial Revolution, as Michael Adas has pointed out, men have tended to measure themselves against machines, a comparison virtually guaranteed to produce anxiety. In the case of vibrators, this tension is especially poignant and has sometimes led men to resent the device. As one of the Redbook survey’s respondents said of her adventures with her vibrator, “My husband doesn’t know. If he did, I think he’d throw it out!”

The late Melvin Kranzberg has been widely quoted in the observation that “technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.” The vibrator and its predecessors, like all technologies, tell us much about the societies that produced and used them. The device remains with us, praised by some and reviled by others, neither good, bad, nor neutral, a controversial focus of debate about female sexuality. Some of this controversy, as we have seen, has very old roots in Western culture, occupying the space in which sexuality, morality, and medicine intersect and serving as an outer line of defense of the androcentric model of orgasmic mutuality in coitus. The rifts in this ancient wall continue to be patched with exhortations to women to avoid challenging the norm even if it means faking orgasm and sacrificing honesty in their intimate relationships with men. In the past we have been willing to pay this price; whether we should continue to do so is a question for individuals, not historians, to decide.
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Note on Sources
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reckon with in medical history. There are, however, a great many lesser lights who wrote on hysteria and other disorders of women but whose works are available only in large libraries and only in Latin. Great lector: only the unabridged Oxford Latin Dictionary will avail with the vocabulary, and even this resource is sometimes found wanting.

As recently as fifteen years ago it was difficult to find secondary sources on the history of sexuality, but now there is a large and growing literature to guide the scholar. I found John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman’s Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America (1988) and Thomas Laqueur’s Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (1990) particularly useful. John S. Haller and Robin Haller’s The Physician and Sexuality in Victorian America (1973) provides an overview of many of the issues I have addressed in detail here. Most historians will have seen Peter Gay’s monumental The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to Freud (1984) and Michel Foucault’s History of Sexuality (1978). Earlier European history is ably addressed in Danielle Jacquart and Claude Thomasset’s Sexuality and Medicine in the Middle Ages (1988). For medical advice literature and gynecological works in the United States, I can warmly recommend Nancy Sahl’s Women and Sexuality in America: A Bibliography (1984).


Hydrotherapy is addressed in an eclectic combination of primary and secondary sources. Henri Scouzetten (1799–1871), for example, wrote a book called De l’eau (1843), which contains nothing particularly original about hydriatic treatments but includes a bibliography of all works on the subject before his time so comprehensive that I could locate fewer than half of them in modern union lists such the Library of Congress’s Pre-1956 Imprints. Hundreds of books were written on hydrotherapy between ancient times and the mid-nineteenth century. Much of this material is scattered through European libraries. There are a few good secondary sources on hydrotherapy and a great many popular histories. I recommend Susan Cayleff’s dissertation “Wish and Be Healed: The Nineteenth-Century Water-Cure Movement, 1840–1900” (1983); Jane Donegan’s Hydrophatic Highway to Health: Women and Water-Cure in Antebellum America (1986); and Patricia Spain Ward’s Simon Baruch: Rebel in the Ranks of Medicine, 1840–1921 (1994) for readers who wish to gain an overview of the personalities and institutions of the hydropathic and hydrotherapeutic world. I found many of the primary sources I was looking for in the Saratoga Room collection of the Saratoga (New York) Public Library and at the Saratoga County Historical Society in nearby Ballston Spa.

As I explained in the preface, this book could not have been written without the resources of the Bakken Library in Minneapolis, which holds artifact and document collections on every conceivable (and inconceivable) aspect of electricity in the life sciences, including disreputable and usually ephemeral advertising material for long-vanished medical devices. I found many of the more general medical and scientific works at the National Library of Medicine and in the Kroch Library and Archives of Cornell University, both well-known repositories. The Kinsey Institute at Indiana University has important and comprehensive print, motion picture, and photographic documentation of the history of sexuality, including popular works rarely to be found in other libraries, even very large ones. Historians of medicine seeking an excuse to spend time in Paris could hardly do better than to plan a research trip to the Charcot Library of the Salpêtrière. The collections and the environment are both rich and fascinating.

Bibliographic access to the popular periodicals I have cited here is very difficult. The magazines themselves are hard to find and, when found, are often brittle, discolored, and crumbling because they were originally produced on pulp paper, the problem conservators call “inherent vice.” They are rarely or never indexed; the further downstream one explores in household magazines, the less likely the publication is to be listed in a respectable index like the Reader’s Guide. The New York Public Library and the Library of Congress both have excellent but crumbling collections of such periodicals as the American Magazine, National Home Journal, Men and Women, Woman’s Home Companion, Cosmopolitan, Bohemian, Hearst’s, Modern Woman, Home Needlework, Modern Priscilla, and Good Stories. Some have been microfilmed.
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